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DEAR READER,
To say the past few months have been challenging for the aftermarket is
an understatement and for some, an obstacle too many. However, they
say necessity is the mother of invention and the entire trade – from the
workshop, to manufacturers, distributors and trade bodies – have donned
their creative hats and come up with new, innovative ways to keep business
going, as well as pitching in support for their local communities and the
greater pandemic effort.
The experience of my local workshop mirrors many others. Having
shutdown for two months, placing staff on furlough and receiving business
rate relief, the garage is now very busy with general repairs, servicing and
MOT work. Others have been able to remain open by actively seeking out
essential keyworkers and helping to keep them on the road. For other
workshops, particularly in Wales, Scotland and more rural areas, they have
had no work coming in at all. Lifting the MOT extension would go some way
in helping garages get back on their feet but for now, the pleas of our trade
bodies are not acted upon, and this remains in place.
In addition to our technical features and case studies this month, we focus
on ways to boost business, within our post-lockdown survival supplement
(pp47-56) and hear from garages themselves (p10). Chicane provides a
marketing masterclass on driving new business growth from page 12 and if
you’re seeking personal growth, we announce a brand new Scoping quiz for
readers to attempt on page 8, that will provide a free knowledge boost and
the chance to win one of four £50 cash prizes.
Keep in touch and head over to our Facebook group to share your tips,
advice and views over the summer. Until September…

NICOLA ST CLAIR
EDITOR
facebook.com/Autotechmagazine
twitter.com/autotech_mag

MIKE SMITH, EDITORIAL ASSISTANT
admin@autotechnician.co.uk

* View and download previous digital issues at:

Autotechnician.co.uk

CONTRIBUTORS:
Chicane Marketing, Gareth Davies, Edward Grigg, Iain
Robertson

To ensure you receive the magazine throughout 2020, simply
register by clicking ‘Subscribe’ at www.autotechnician.co.uk
Subscription to the printed magazine is free to those who fulfil the publisher’s criteria. UK independent workshops can subscribe at www.autotechnician.co.uk/magazine-subscription-request.
Nine issues will be published throughout 2020 and will be mailed out free of charge to qualifying readers - you must work in a UK independent workshop, have buying responsibility and
reside in the UK. Those who do not meet the qualifying criteria can request to receive a link to the digital issue free of charge or can opt to pay £25 for an annual subscription to receive an issue
in the post.
All material, unless otherwise stated, is the copyright of Aftermarket Media Solutions Ltd and reproduction in whole or in part of any text, photograph or illustration, without prior written
permission of the publishers, is prohibited. While all due care is taken to ensure the content of Autotechnician is accurate, the publishers cannot accept liability for omissions or errors. Any
written material or pictures supplied by contributors are published in good faith and on the understanding they are free from any copyright or other restrictions.
Published by: Aftermarket Media Solutions Ltd, The Joiners Shop, Historic Dockyard Chatham, Kent ME4 4TZ.
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industry
IMI CAMPAIGN URGES MOTORISTS TO GET
VEHICLES SERVICED AND MOT’D
The Institute of the Motor Industry (IMI) is currently running
a consumer campaign through national and regional radio
stations to raise awareness of the importance of getting
vehicles MOT’d and serviced as they go back to regular use,
with CEO Steve Nash warning, “There is still a concern that
motorists will be putting off getting their vehicle serviced or
MOT’d, especially while government holds back on scrapping
the MOT extension.”
The IMI, Society of Motor Manufacturers and Traders and
Independent Garage Association have all warned that many
of the cars now back on the roads following a relaxation of
lockdown, will not be in safe condition, given that many have
barely been used for two months and some will be overdue an
MOT test.
Nash stated that, “The IMI will, therefore, be campaigning
during June to raise awareness amongst motorists that if they
are using their vehicles more regularly they are legally required
to ensure they are completely roadworthy. The government

has always been clear that while the MOT extension is in place,
vehicles on the roads must be safe. And we know that MOT
stations and garages are ready and able to provide an effective
service – supported by industry bodies such as ours in making
sure their workplaces are able to abide by the hygiene and
social distancing guidelines.
“We will also continue to lobby government to scrap the MOT
extension, working alongside a number of the industry’s Trade
Associations.”
The IMI, Garage Equipment Association, Independent
Automotive Aftermarket Federation, Scottish Motor Trade
Association and the Society of Motor Manufacturers and
Traders have created a free guide to support workshops in
identifying the measures businesses may need to take to safely
operate while minimising the risk of COVID-19 transmission
amongst employees and customers. You can download this
document here.

GOVERNMENT CLARIFIES MOT EXTENSION
The government has confirmed that while vehicles that had an MOT due to expire from 30 March 2020 were
automatically given a 6-month extension, the MOT extension will no longer apply if a customer takes a vehicle for its
MOT and it fails. The vehicle will need to be fixed and pass its MOT before it can be used again.
Test centres have also been advised to refuse to carry out a test if a customer has COVID-19 symptoms and should be
in self-isolation, to close viewing areas if preferred, and to not print MOT certificates unless the customer needs it for a
specific reason as they can download and print the certificate when they get home.
www.gov.uk/guidance/coronavirus-mot-centre-and-tester-guidance

“SCRAPPAGE SCHEMES ARE NOT THE ANSWER,”
SAYS IAAF

INDUSTRY

There has been much debate surrounding recent government
consideration of another Scrappage Scheme, which would
incentivise the purchase of new vehicles as part of a postlockdown economy boost. However, four senior officials
recently told the Financial Times that it is very unlikely.
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The Independent Automotive Aftermarket Federation, IAAF,
confirms that the scrappage scheme in 2009 removed 400,000
serviceable vehicles from the aftermarket, with more than
90 percent of vehicles sold under the scheme originating
from non-UK factories. In 2020, the situation remains largely
the same, with 88 percent of cars sold in the UK during 2019
being imported. The IAAF is also concerned that with a newer
vehicle parc, there is also a risk that VMs could potentially gain
a monopoly on access to vehicle technical condition data,
raising the question of data access.
Wendy Williamson, IAAF chief executive, said: “Motorists
are currently under great pressure, and they should not be

Photo by sergio souza on Unsplash

penalised for keeping hold of vehicles that are in good working
condition and can continue to be serviced, repaired and
maintained long into the future.
“Not only is this unfair to consumers, but it is putting the
aftermarket at great risk, as it will result in a direct decrease in
the number of vehicles entering independent garages.”

COMLINE LAUNCHES EURO 2020 SOCIAL
MEDIA COMPETITION
Comline looks to fill the void left by the postponement of
EURO 2020 with a tournament-inspired, automotive-themed
competition.
Comline ‘EURO CAR 2020’ will match-up 16 of Europe’s finest
automotive creations from the likes of Aston Martin, Ferrari and
McLaren, asking the brand’s Facebook and Instagram followers
to vote for their winners over four weeks. Each participant will
also be entered into the hat to win an exclusive Car Chase
Heroes track-day experience.
“At a time when all of Europe should be about to embark
on a festival of football, but instead remains focused on the
COVID-19 pandemic, we wanted to do something fun and
offer a welcome distraction that taps into our audience’s
genuine passion for automotive – a passion that we share here
at Comline.”
Comline ‘EURO CAR 2020’ began on Friday 12th June and the
eventual winner will be drawn at random on Monday 13th July.
www.facebook.com/ComlineAutoParts

SCHAEFFLER REPXPERT
HOTLINE UPDATE
Schaeffler has updated its telecoms system to reduce call
waiting times for mechanics needing technical advice for
its range of LuK transmission, INA engine and FAG chassis
products.
Callers will no longer have to go through a menu system
and will be connected directly to a REPXPERT technical
expert. Distributors wishing to place orders, or with
enquiries concerning orders or returns, can continue to
use the Customer Services hotline, which has also been
upgraded to remove the menu system.
The new REPXPERT Hotline number for UK callers is 0872
737 0037. The customer services number remains as
01432 264264.
REPXPERT services are still available for free through its
online portal at www.repxpert.co.uk, or by using the
REPXPERT app, which can be downloaded for iOS and
Android devices from the Apple and Google Play app
stores.

gea_1_Layout 1 18/03/2014 13:06 Page 1

LOOKING TO PURCHASE
GARAGE EQUIPMENT?
INDUSTRY

For peace of mind always purchase equipment and service from a GEA
Member. Visit www.gea.co.uk to find a list of companies who follow the
Garage Equipment Association’s Code of Conduct.

www.gea.co.uk
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GETTING BACK TO BUSINESS POST-LOCKDOWN
Andy Hamilton, CEO at Euro Car Parts
“With so many cars sitting idle for [many weeks], we expect
to see garages face a significant backlog of servicing,
maintenance and repairs – which is a good thing, as long
as they are ready to deal with it. The immediate priority
is ensuring that colleagues and customers feel safe in the
workshop, by implementing social distancing, alongside
regular, thorough cleaning and the provision of PPE.
“The next stage is to ensure that technicians are fullyequipped to diagnose and repair the common problems
that are likely to have arisen on their customers’ vehicles.
On the workshop floor, technology has an important role
to play. New solutions that allow technicians to maintain safe distances from customers include HaynesPro, which gives
technicians mobile access to essential repair and maintenance data, alongside guided diagnostics and technical support.
We’re currently offering our customers a free 12-month subscription.
“We’re also offering free 12-month subscriptions to VIEWMECH, a personalised customer video solution worth £599
per year, with certain purchases. VIEWMECH lets garages to send customers video footage of any work needed on their
vehicles. As well as supporting faster work authorisation, this solution helps to maintain social distancing while aiding
customer retention, referrals and work conversions through top quality, transparent service.
Where does Euro Car Parts expect to see high demand post-lockdown?
“Flat batteries are likely to be a source of high demand – we’ve seen battery sales up on what we’d normally expect at
this time of year. A vehicle that has its battery replaced due to a non-start after a long period of non-use may be wrongly
diagnosed as having reached the end of its lifespan. In actual fact, the true cause may be undiagnosed internal faults
preventing the vehicle from fully shutting down. These can cause new batteries to run flat again within just a few days,
meaning it’s crucial that in-depth diagnostics become standard.
“Air conditioning is another ‘forgotten’ problem of the lockdown, where carrying out checks can lead to noticeable
improvements for drivers. There is a natural, gradual dispersal of gas from air conditioning units over a vehicle’s lifespan,
typically resulting in a loss of around 5% capacity in a normal year. A prolonged period of non-use can cause air
conditioning seals to weaken, worsening refrigerant loss and leading to problems elsewhere, such as engines or batteries
overheating, or warning messages due to false pressure readings.
“Our Autoclimate solution provides technicians with full-service technical support when they’re working on customers’
air con systems. This support is provided free of charge over the phone, with the aim to get equipment up and running
the same day.”
For more information on the training courses available through the Euro Car Parts AutoEducation Academy, covering
areas including MOTs and air con, visit https://omnipart.eurocarparts.com/auto-education. There is also an increased
number of free e-learning courses and product videos available to help garages get back up and running.

IAAF INTRODUCES VIRTUAL UPDATES

INDUSTRY

The Independent Automotive Aftermarket Federation (IAAF)
is taking its Industry Briefing Sessions online and is inviting
members to attend ‘Industry Briefing Bitesize’ via Zoom.
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The online sessions will provide members with vital
information and updates on COVID-19 and update them on
IAAF’s lobbying activity.
More information will also be available on how IAAF is
building a consensus against an overall scrappage scheme,
championing the aftermarket in a post-Brexit era and working
with FIGIEFA on the Block Exemption renewal.
The first Industry Briefing will be held on Thursday 25 June at
10:00 – 11:15.

Steve Carter from Train4Auto Consultancy will explore if the
pandemic has hindered or helped sales of electric and hybrid
vehicles and members will then be able to take part in an
active Q&A to discuss the topic further.
An open forum will then follow, allowing members to
comment on key IAAF discussion points, where they will have
the opportunity to gather more information on IAAF’s activity
and how it is proactively supporting its members and the
wider aftermarket.
Members can register their interest for both events by emailing
 anns@IAAF.co.uk.

AFFORDABLE CAR ELECTRONIC
REMANUFACTURING

£225
+ VAT

TCU Continental 7G-tronic (722.9) First, Second and
Third Generation
Remanufactured: £225 + VAT

For over 15 years ACtronics has been developing their remanufacturing methods and techniques
for electronic automotive components. We believe remanufacturing reduces the amount of
unnecessary automotive waste and can offer a cost-effective solution to purchasing a new part.
Remanufacturing gets your customers back on the road.
Common problems: P0705 - Transmission Range Sensor (TRS) Circuit Malfunction | RPM sensor faults
- Fault codes: 0717, 0718, 0722, 0723, 2200, 2201, 2204, 2205, 2206, 2207, 2767, 2768; transmission in
limp-home mode (occasionally)
All remanufactured units come with a two-year warranty. Remanufactured to last!
Contact us now: 01206 849920

www.actronics.co.uk | info@actronics.co.uk

Is your scoping
knowledge up to speed?
Our friend Andy Crook over at GotBoost Training is into
scoping – he has worked out the best ways to get the most
out of an oscilloscope and passes this essential knowledge
onto technicians at his workshop in South Wales, at various
college venues across the UK (until recently) and also at
Autotechnician’s Big Weekend events. We asked him to
pull together an Oscilloscope quiz as part of our Autotech
campaign – to help technicians brush up on their knowledge
and process, completely free of charge thanks to our sponsors,
at www.autotechnician.co.uk.
If you have not taken a free online Autotech assessment before,
fill out a brief form at www.autotechnician.co.uk/registration
to access the database of assessments, or log on with your
password. The new ‘Test 10: Oscilloscope Quiz’ is available
now – knowing how to use an oscilloscope is vital for accurate
diagnosis and this quiz will test your knowledge of oscilloscope
terms, settings and basic procedures.

AUTOTECH

Once completed, you will instantly receive your scores, along
with the correct answers, as well as explanations.
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We will award £50 to four randomly selected top-scorers on
Monday 6 July.
The tests are strictly confidential and free of any charge.

AUTOTECH 2020 is sponsored by:

Take the
scoping qui
for a chanc z
e to
*w
in £50!

*Four en
trants wil
l be rand
drawn on
omly
Monday
6 July

Here’s a couple of
questions from the test, do you
know the answers?
Q. A suitable total collection time for capturing a
complete 4 stroke cycle at 800 rpm is:
a. 10 milliseconds
b. 50 milliseconds
c. 100 milliseconds
d. 200 milliseconds.
Refer to main image, above
Q. During a running compression test of a port injection
spark ignition engine, the technician only measured
3.96 Bar of peak cylinder pressure at idle speed. The
compression ratio of the engine is 10:1.
This is because the:
a. Injector is unplugged
b. Throttle is closed
c. Engine has a low CR
d. Engine is worn.

Autotechnician has rescheduled its Big Weekend that was
due to take place at the Historic Dockyard in Chatham on July
10-11 to Friday 20 and Saturday 21 November.
The two-day training event will now take place at Delphi
Technologies’ technical training workshop in Warwick. Details
of the format will be announced in the next issue, published
on September 2, and delegates can expect the usual mix of
diagnostic training from some of the best repair experts with
practical business advice thrown in for good measure.

Due to expected social distancing, tickets will be strictly
limited, so please register your interest by emailing Nicola@
autotechnician.co.uk, to be notified as soon as tickets go on
sale.
We look forward to seeing you there.

AUTOTECH

Our Big Weekend events are fantastic value for money as ticket
prices are subsidised by our sponsors and a great way to meet
up with like-minded technicians and workshop owners, and
learn some new techniques to find faults faster. Training topics
will include scoping and DPF diagnostics, and we will ask
delegates in advance for systems or areas they would like to
see covered.
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The Beginning of the Boom
A SPECIAL FEATURE FROM AUTOTECH SPONSOR, KALIMEX
DPF DOCTOR SPECIALIST BARRY LAWSON OF
EWAN LAWSON MOTORS ON BUSINESS PICKING
UP AND WHY DPFS MEAN BIG BUSINESS

March was one of our best months with 300+ hours sold in the
workshop and 68 MOTs. Then lockdown hit. I had to postpone
employing Laura at front of house and Craig in the workshop
because he was furloughed by his previous employer.
News of the MOT extension followed leading to cancellation
after cancellation. From 40 bookings in the first two weeks of
April we plummeted to 5. I remember thinking ‘where on earth
do we go from here?’
We continued working throughout April, keeping in touch with
customers via social media using video and answering their
motoring questions. The end of April was the worst on record.
135 hours sold in the workshop and 11 MOTs.
Thankfully, we began to turn the corner in May. Cars had been
sitting on drives for several weeks, only used for short runs. The
impact of postponed services and MOTs was now turning in
our favour. The phone began to ring.
Flat batteries; noisy sticking brakes due to rust on the discs. The
list went on. We offered to collect cars from those customers
in isolation at home. We also noticed an upturn in calls from
customers reporting the DPF light had come on. Most had
been working from home during lockdown only using their
car for the supermarket shop. This wasn’t enough for the
regeneration process to complete and keep the DPF Clean.
Some customers had taken advantage of the MOT extension
and were now paying for this. They had trouble with the
brakes, suspension and other faults that would have been
picked up on the MOT and rectified.
DPF problems started coming into the workshop. They
were mostly due to a change in driving style, people no
longer driving to work and maintenance issues arising from
neglecting the annual service. Servicing is important to DPF
health. Blocked filters and bad oil can cause the DPF to block.

BUSINESS

The green shoots of recovery were emerging.
We finished May with 170 hours sold and 16 MOTs. Granted,
nowhere near our success pre-pandemic, but it felt good to
buck the downward trend.
Towards the end of May things really shifted up a gear and the
phone began ringing off the hook for bookings in June. We
could finally get Laura back in, which freed up my time.
And now as I write this, we’re in the first week of June and the
diary is filling nicely with 35 jobs already booked or on the go.
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Some parts are difficult to get hold of with the main dealers
closed but this is a short-term problem.
We can now plan on moving our business forward. Craig
remains furloughed by his previous employer, so he can’t start
yet, but I’m confident we’re a few weeks away from him joining
us.
Are customers holding onto their existing car for longer than
previously planned? Yes, I would say so. I’ve seen people
spending a bit more on repairs in the last few weeks. Usually at
this time of year a customer will have a problem with their car
and when confronted with the cost of repairs will ask if the job
can be delayed as they’re going on holiday. With no holidays
planned, cars are being repaired, which in turn leads to cars
being kept for longer.
Some customers are telling us their plans for a new car have
been shelved for the foreseeable future. They don’t want the
additional costs and commitment. And some are a bit better
off which works in our favour too. Just this week a customer
booked his vehicle in for a service. We reported items on the
Vehicle Health Check and he authorised all the work to be
carried out saying: “The pubs are closed so I can’t spend the
money there so I may as well get it done.”
I think I speak for all mechanics when I say these are trends I’m
happy to see continue!
It’s great to be a DPF Doctor, part of Darren Darling’s DPF
Doctor Network. Vehicles are coming in with all manner of
DPF problems. If you’ve completed the training and followed
the process, you’ll find the fault. Most of the DPF problems are
due to driving conditions. So, we can clean the DPF and have
it back on the road the same day because in 90% of cases, no
parts are needed. We use the JLM Lubricants’ range of DPF
products and the JLM professional toolkit and they work every
time.

Case Study:
Seat Ibiza 2012 37,000 miles
The car had been brought in by one of our trade customers. He
passes us all his DPF work so that he can focus on other repair
work.
The customer complained of a lack of power and three
warning lights coming on in the instrument cluster – the
engine management light, the DPF light and a flashing glow
plug light.
Right off the bat I could see that for an 8-year-old car the
mileage was very low. This means only one thing, short
journeys. I could see the 3 warning messages and a road test
confirmed the vehicle lacked power.
Using ODIS, I carried out a global scan of the vehicle. Various
fault codes were present in other modules but the only one I
was concerned with was P2458 DPF regeneration duration –
the registration was getting cut short. This could be down to a
fault with the vehicle or driving conditions.
With no other faults showing up in the system during the
assessment other than the DPF being blocked, we had to
attribute the problem to driving conditions. Remember the low
mileage.
After carrying out the 3 stage clean to bring the DPF
pressure back into specification, I rechecked and logged
the data. During the extended road test on the motorway a
regeneration cycle of the DPF took place, proving the system
had no faulty components and this blockage had built up over
time due to short journeys.
Job done!
We are being told not to travel unless essential. This has had a
knock-on effect on cars especially those with a DPF. This was
the third vehicle we’ve seen in a few weeks with a blocked DPF
due to driving conditions.
JLM Lubricants products in Barry’s workshop include:
DPF Cleaner: A powerful fuel borne treatment containing
Platinum and Cerium. Safely and effectively helps the DPF
to regenerate at a lower temperature, removing soot and
restoring performance.
Professional DPF Cleaning Toolkit: Cleans an overloaded
DPF without having to remove it from the vehicle.

Diesel Extreme Clean: A single treatment will clean the fuel
tank to the exhaust including injectors, upper cylinder and EGR.
Contains a shot of DPF regen additive to help clear out the
filter.
For more information, visit www.jlmlubricants.com,
email  enquiries@kalimex.co.uk, or call
0800 7833 717.

BUSINESS
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Driving new
business growth
How does a Garage promote itself and grow
its business through marketing, coming out of
Coronavirus lockdown and moving forward? Chicane
provides Top Tips for your ‘Garage Workshop
Marketing Strategy’
The Garage sector is a vital cog in the automotive aftermarket’s
distribution chain. In this exclusive feature, Chicane offers
advice to garages on what needs to be considered as our
industry comes through the other side of the Coronavirus
lockdown and how garages should seriously consider getting
messages out to their customers – both existing and potential.
If you own or manage a garage workshop, you know you can’t
just sit around and wait for customers to come in once we try
to get back into as normal a life as possible after Coronavirus.
You need to constantly work on bringing in new customers
as well as making sure that existing ones return. You need PR
and marketing strategies that consistently drive customers to
your business, and this may be, with all due respect, the first
time you have considered trying to get your head around a
thorough marketing approach.
Thankfully, it's not as difficult to create as you may think, but
you need the right-minded people in place to accomplish your
marketing strategies.
With just a few calculated and targeted marketing approaches,
you can bolster your business’s visibility and attract new
customers. Chicane has put together a list of actions that could
be part of your effective Garage Workshop Marketing Strategy,
which you can add to your company’s new marketing plan and
use to drive new business now, and in the future.

Media Relations
Sending information to your local media
It’s vital that you get close to your local magazines and other
media outlets that distribute throughout your community and
surrounding areas.

BUSINESS

Find out which magazines (paper and digital), newsletters,
flyers and freesheets are in your local area and source the
contact details for the Editors and motoring correspondents.
Introduce yourselves as the local garage workshop and
that you want to make sure that your customer base (their
readership/viewership) have their hands held with regards to
garage repairs of all types. You need to supply these media
outlets with press releases, contributions and messages
about your services, offerings, promotions, quality of brands &
products, and information on your business generally.

Chicane is a respected automotive PR & Marketing
company, which represents well-known companies
such as Schaeffler, Denso, Philips, Dayco, Tec Alliance,
Hella, First Line, CAAR and many more.

At some point, some of these media outlets may discuss
advertising with you, as some of them will be totally
dependent on advertising revenues and you need to respect
this. It’s seriously worth considering and as part of your
strategy it may be worth discussing this option with your factor
distributors, as they may have their own marketing strategy,
which includes garage customer support.
You may however, initially, need to explain to some of the
media outlets that this is a new venture for you and need their
help in the first instance to allow you to get your messages
out. Once your releases/info are out to the public and you
recognise new business coming in, then that’s the time to
reward the media outlets with advertising revenue and a new
business relationship between you and the media is then born.

Email marketing
Send regular emails
Collate email addresses from your customers and consider
launching an email newsletter. Email is a direct line of
communication that allows you to stay in touch with
customers. But, it is only effective if you follow a few best
practices.
• Understand and know your audience - Before you can create
useful and relevant content, you must define your target
audience. When you know exactly who you are talking to,
you can create content that is much more compelling and
interesting.
• Sort your audience into groups - As you build your email
database, use tags to identify the qualities and habits of
each customer (i.e. oil change customer, mechanical repair
customer, MOT customer, body repair, PCV, LCV, CV etc.). Then,
you can send specific key email messages to the sectors of
your new database (i.e. only send an email with a promotion
for light commercial work to the LCV owners, rather than the
entire list).
• Provide more value than promotions - While customers
certainly like deals, they don’t like to be bombarded with
generalised information. Balance your messages by sharing
more useful and valuable content than just promotional and
sales-focused messages.
Continued…
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www.sealey.co.uk

NEW

20V Power Tool Storage Rack
3 Tool Combo

1120mm Mobile Tool Cabinet with Power
Tool Charging Drawer

PRODUCT

NEW
PRODUCT

SAVE

SAVE

£124.70

£200.00

OFF LIST

• Package includes:
Model No’s PTSR5, CP20VDD, CP20VID, CP20VIW, CP20VBP2 (x2), CP20VMC
• Package Model No. PTSR520V
• Total Package List Price £354.65

600mm Trolley Jack Bag

£229.95
£275.94

EXC.
VAT
INC.
VAT

580mm Toolbox with Locking Carry
Handle

OFF LIST

• Model No. AP4206BE
• List Price £999.95

£799.95 EXC.
VAT
£959.94 INC.
VAT

Topchest, Mid-Box & Rollcab
9 Drawer Stacks

NEW
PRODUCT

NEW
PRODUCT

SAVE

• Model No. AP600JB
• List Price £39.95

EXC.
VAT
£15.00 £24.95 INC.
OFF LIST
£29.94 VAT

SAVE

• Model No. AP580LH
• List Price £59.95

Available
in three
colours

Enter our competition at www.sealey.co.uk/competitions.
Competition closes 30th September 2020.

£25.00
OFF LIST

£34.95 EXC.
VAT
£41.94 INC.
VAT

Model No. AP2200BBSTACK
Model No. AP2200BBCPSTACK
Model No. AP2200BBHVSTACK

• List Price £306.90

SAVE

£116.95
OFF LIST

£189.95 EXC.
VAT
£227.94 INC.
VAT

Send personalised service reminders and promotions
via email or text
Providing personalised customer experiences is another
way to make your workshop business stand out. Collecting
customer data creates profiles and allows you to know when a
customer’s service is due. Follow up by sending targeted and
personalised reminders/promotions to customers via email or
text. Ideas for these may include:
• Free offer with the purchase of another service (a thorough
tyre check with repair work)
• Discounted offer with the purchase of another service (30%
off oil change with MOT)
• Money-off discounts (£20 off an oil and filter change)
• Percentage discounts (20% off a brake and disc change)
• Seasonal specials (£10 off an AirCon check in May/June).

Create a follow-up programme

BUSINESS

Another way to stay in touch with customers is to follow up
with them after they’ve visited your workshop. Implement a
programme that requires a call to each of your customers once
they have completed a service with your garage. This is one of
the garage workshop marketing strategies that allows you to
collect feedback about your performance and create a greater
and more personal relationship with your customers.
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Website and online marketing
Provide explanatory videos online
Whether you have a YouTube facility/channel or can embed
clips directly into your own website, videos are a great way
to capture customer attention and provide useful, visual,
information for them about their vehicle and services needed.

You can often use videos which have been produced by your
supplier brands (such as the Chicane clients mentioned at the
beginning of this article), which demonstrate the quality of
products that you can offer your customers and why they can
expect the best from your business.

Connect with potential local customers online
You might recognise the internet as a tool for connecting with
people globally, however, it is just as powerful for touching
base with those in your local communities. You can use garage
workshop marketing strategies to target local customers
that search for a repair workshop or mechanic close to them
geographically by:
•O
 ptimising your website for local SEO (Search Engine
Optimisation)
•U
 sing Facebook and Google adverts (these don’t need to cost
much at all) to target customers in your area
•C
 reating profiles and linking in with organisations such as
Checkatrade.com and Facebook for Business.
Create a referral rewards programme
Let your customers benefit from helping you by offering a
referral rewards programme. Inform current customers that if
they refer a new customer to your business, they will receive
benefits such as giveaways and discounts. You may also want
to give small rewards to new customers when they mention a
referral as that will help them remember to give credit to their
referrer. This is also a program you can market at the workshop
itself, at the reception and payment areas.

Blogging
Blogging is an important marketing tool, not only for
informing and connecting with customers, but also to boost
your SEO and search return rankings. It’s not necessary to
post something every day, but you should try to create and
maintain a regular schedule.

In-store marketing and POS
(Point of Sale)
Implement a Garage VIP Club account
If you offer regular maintenance services at your garage
workshop, consider implementing a programme that will
ensure that your customers will return to you for all their
upcoming requirements. Creating a VIP service could allow
your regular customers to spread their payments out over time,
in return for discounted scheduled services.

Educate customers through informative in-store
content

workshop marketing strategies, at least create a profile on
Facebook and regularly update your page with content that
would interest your audience. Your content doesn’t have to be
all about automotive repair work. It can be related to anything
about vehicles, driving, your community and your garage
business, such as:
•D
 river safety tips
•C
 ar maintenance advice
• T raveling tips
• T raffic news

We all know (but might not admit) that workshop customers
can be notoriously sceptical, so you have to work to create
trust with them. One way of achieving this is by providing
informative content that lightens their fears, concerns and
confusion. In-store signage can provide content that:

•P
 hotos of your staff and location

• Explains how services are performed and why these are
necessary

• S upport for community initiatives

• Shares facts and evidence about the value of products and
services
• Includes product/parts videos that show how items work.
As highlighted earlier, talking to your distributor and brand
suppliers can help, as many of them will already have such POS
and generally they will be happy to supply you with these as it
will only help confidence and increased sales for all concerned.

Use in-store digital signage to promote products and
services
Customers inside your garage business are highly engaged
prospects. Capitalise on that attention by scrapping boring and
often old and out of date posters/flyers that customers usually
ignore.
Instead, use engaging and attractive digital signage marketing
tools. Digital screens allow you to customise waiting area
television programming (companies such as Kwik Fit take
advantage of this facility), quickly update promotions, deliver
animated and video advertisements, and use this marketing
opportunity as a silent, but powerful continuous sales person.

•C
 ustomer satisfaction stories
• Info about local events

•O
 ffer discounts and vouchers for ‘likes and shares’.

Use Social Media as another customer contact
platform
Being on social media isn’t just about sharing messages. It’s
also about listening to what others are saying. ‘Social Listening’
is the act of tracking conversations online to get an idea of
what customers think and need. Engage in social listening to
get an idea about the problems your target customers have (so
you can help them solve their problems) and the way that they
feel about your brand (so you can address customer issues and
concerns). As you engage in social listening, look for:
•C
 omments about your business
•M
 entions of your competitors
•  Remarks that relate to your industry, products, and services.

Encourage customers to write reviews
Another way to influence user-generated content to connect
with more customers is by collecting and posting reviews and
endorsements about your business. Positive endorsements
are important pieces of a strong garage workshop marketing
strategy, as they build trust and encourage new customers to
use your garage.
Set up systems that encourage past clients to share reviews
on feedback cards, review sites and maybe even filmed
testimonials, which can be done quite simply on a digital
phone these days.

Post before and after photos

Encourage engagement on Social Media
Use your social media channels as another way to deliver
both informative and engaging content. You don’t need to
be on every social media platform but as part of your garage

Feature the work your technicians and bodyshop teams have
completed by posting photos on your website and maybe in a
printed company brochure.
Continued…

BUSINESS

Social Media marketing

You can also show new customers that they can trust you by
sharing content that proves the value of your work. Digital
signage, Facebook and Instagram are perfect examples of a
place to share these photos.
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Designed and created by
Nathan Barak

Community marketing
Host events
One of the garage workshop marketing strategies that will
help bring new customers right to the door of your business
is by hosting events. Running information sessions about car
maintenance is a good way to welcome new faces to your
workshop, as well as strengthening relationships with regular
and previous customers.
Again, your factor distributors and product suppliers/
manufacturers will generally be happy to support these kind of
events and make sure that their ‘experts’ are on hand to assist
with the presentations.

become more creative. However, ideas for a garage workshop
marketing strategy are only powerful if you implement them.
Please don’t use this Chicane contribution to get ideas, then fail
to follow through and execute your plans.
Whichever parts of this strategy you wish to utilise, create
a plan of action to execute your marketing programme
effectively. Prepare your own official ‘garage workshop
marketing plan’ and create a schedule for it.
We sincerely hope this article has been useful for you.

Get involved locally
Inform/communicate with people in your community that you
are very much part of it and dedicated to supporting other
local initiatives. Get more involved with your own local town
and surrounding areas by:
• Sponsoring local events
• Working with nearby charities
• Partnering with other local (non-competing) businesses.

BUSINESS

Partner with other (non-competing) local businesses
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Swap marketing materials with your business neighbours
to expand your customer reach. You can also take this
partnership to social media and offer joint social activities/
competitions by asking people to follow each other’s business
accounts and share them. The winner could be offered
products or services from each participating business.

Get started!
Autotechnician Magazine bulletins, and features like this,
get you thinking outside of the box and encourage you to

If you need any help implementing part or all of your ideas,
or what we have suggested here, then Chicane would be
delighted to help. We can sit with you and talk through it
or should you wish we can implement part of or the whole
concept for you as a bespoke strategy, which could include
inviting your factor/distributor and main product brands to
participate in one way or another.
The objective for all is simple – we want your garage repair
marketing strategy to consolidate and grow your business,
which will also improve your business and relationships
with your customers, distributors and product brand
manufacturers.
For further information please contact Chicane on 01923 265
894, or email  gary@chicane.marketing.
Turn to our special post-lockdown feature, which
starts on page 46, for more practical ideas and advice
on boosting customer vehicle health and business as
lockdown eases.
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Case study:
Range Rover Vogue

Warning lights

BY EDWARD GRIGG, SWANLEY GARAGE SERVICES

I received a panicked phone call from a customer one Friday
saying that every possible warning light had illuminated on
the dashboard of their Range Rover Vogue, the car was no
longer driving, and various other electronic faults including a
headlamp not working and the automatic tailgate not opening
or closing. As the local main dealership was booked up for six
weeks, he asked if I’d take a look. Oh, and one more thing…
they needed the car back for the weekend. No pressure then!

CASE STUDY

I like a challenge, so I agreed to take a look for them. Within a
couple of hours, the car had arrived on a recovery truck and
was hooked up to the Bosch KTS. The warning lights that were
showing were: Gearbox fault, stability control, suspension
height, emergency brake assist, EBD fault, electronic handbrake
fault, adaptive dynamics fault, engine management light and
ABS light. I carried out a global scan of the vehicle which is
something I am in the habit of doing on every job. This allows
me to look at the whole picture of what I am dealing with. The
global scan took a little bit of time and after it had finished,
I had 177 fault codes spanning no less than six pages. I took
some time to analyse the fault codes and spotted something
of interest. The ABS module was not communicating. I decided
it would be the best course of action to follow this route.

I gathered some technical information and took a moment
to study a wiring diagram. I could see that the ABS module’s
power was supplied by three fuses. They were easily accessible,
so I checked these first, but they were all OK. I then checked
the power supply at the ABS control module plug and again,
this was fine. I could see that there were also two earths that
required checking. I did this by load testing them with my 12V
test light. Upon doing this the test light did not illuminate.
Having now established the reason that the ABS module was
not communicating with the rest of the network, I now had to
find the root cause of the fault.

ABS module
18

Broken earth

Knowing the features of the technical data was key. By
hovering over the earth point (Terminal 31) on the wiring
diagram it would lead me to the earth point locations.
Without this feature, within the wiring diagram, I would have
been looking for needle in a haystack. It gave the location of
the driver’s front wheel arch. I removed the wheel and the
wheel arch liner. Immediately, I could see the fault. The earth
point had snapped. We carried out a repair to the earth point
and plugged in the Bosch KTS again. We cleared the codes
in all modules and started the car. All of the warning lights

extinguished, the ABS module was now communicating, and
the headlight and tailgate were working.
This is the importance of having the right tooling, technical
information and a solid diagnostic routine in place. Keep your
cool and take some time to analyse all the data available to
you. The customer was amazed that their car came back to
them in time for the weekend, especially as they had thought
that their car was going to be beyond repair.
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Case study:
2013 VW Phaeton automatic
tailgate malfunction – AKA Tales
from the nonfunctional crypt
BY GARETH DAVIES CAE AMIMI, DIRECTOR EURO PERFORMANCE

A few months ago, one of our local independent garages got
in touch seeking advice regarding a VW Phaeton Automatic
tailgate. They talked me through the symptoms and repairs
that had been carried out and we agreed the best course
of action would be for us to take a look and clarify whether
a basic setting or initialization was required, or whether the
problem resided deeper.
Our simple evaluation process began. The first step was to
capture as clear an understanding of the customer’s original
complaint and ANY relevant information, such as timelines and
behavior patterns, to ascertain what testing and repairs (if any)
had been carried out to date and to establish a budget for our
investigations before updating with my findings.
Acquisition data complete, I got the vehicle in to take a look.
Initially, I began with a Full Diagnostic trouble code report with
a scan tool and a brief observational walkaround to check for
any ‘stand out’ details. I decided, given the high specification
of the vehicle in question, that I’d go straight in with the
manufacturer diagnostic tool, ODIS. I knew that this would be
information-rich with diagrams and schematics relevant to this
vehicle, and if the nature of the fault depicted a handshake or
‘teach in’ was required, the tool would reduce ‘faffing time’.

CASE STUDY

After reviewing the diagnostic report, I took some time to
analyse the stored DTC’s, the job notes acquired and the
work previously carried out by the independent garage. I find
this stage can be the difference between becoming lost in a
diagnostic job and making good efficiency. It’s a great settler
to draw patterns between the reported symptoms and what
the car is logging in terms of faults, before getting lost in a set
of tests, which may, or may not, be relevant to ascertaining the
fault/fix.
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Customer reported issues: Tailgate has no functionality,
tailgate showing as open on driver information display.
Tests or repairs carried out: Forced entry to boot via created
access panel in rear bulkhead, boot lock damaged to open
boot, chaffed wiring harness found and repaired with new
full genuine tailgate loom, new boot lock mechanism/
motor replaced but after test fit, removed as no functionality
restored even after these repairs.

Looking at the report, there were a cluster of faults all reporting
problems with the rear lid central locking motor (plausible, as
the old damaged one was connected for fear of damaging
the new 650 VW item), but other than that, the car appeared
reasonably well. The report also showed some DTC’s that at
face value, were not likely to be relevant to the issue. I didn’t
want to waste time on these at this stage. A quick inspection
revealed a competent at ‘face value’ wiring repair, and the car
had been left in a stripped state to assist with our investigation.
After pulling up the wiring diagram, various key suspects were
found on the diagram and a basic test plan (of my own, rather
than AI on ODIS) was created having familiarized myself with
the layout of the system. Which, interestingly, is significantly
different on the Phaeton, compared to more common visitors
from the Audi Avant Fraternity with ‘Deck Lid Control’, that we
see a fair volume of in a faulty state.
What did I need to validate? What needed to be working
that wasn’t? Where do the instructions for these
functions come from?
I began testing by establishing whether I had any functionality,
by any means, of trying to operate the tailgate – which can
be done via the keys, the switch in the driver’s door card, the
button to close the lid mounted internally in the tailgate (it
was open as the previous garage had forced entry), and the
emergency key switch within the rear badge. No method of
operation yielded any functionality. My next test was to try
and execute output function via the diagnostic tool. This made
for the first interesting observation. The wiring diagram and
workshop manual referred to a separate rear lid control unit

physically fitted, but communication with the unit is accessed
diagnostically via the master control unit ‘Central Convenience’
ECU in a master and slave type setup. I had a good look around
both control units serially and the various options available
for outputs and basic settings actioned by the diagnostic tool.
It was clear the live data was not happy with the reported
conditions and states of the hall sensors on the position of the
tailgate and, despite a few attempts with the old lock, a new
lock in place, and running the output test with a confirmed
successful action by the diagnostic tool, I still had no output/
activity at the rear lock.
With this is mind, my next test was to confirm a successful
wiring harness repair by the previous garage. This was quickly
ruled out as good, I was able to successfully carry a load across
all repaired sections. The plot thickened – it was time for a cup
of tea.

The exact reasoning of why is not documented, but my
thoughts now turned to potentially a domino effect fault
cascading from a chaffed wire, to excess current draw from
a failing lock, potentially resulting in internal damage to
individual micro components within the controlling unit.

After a little detour, my attention turned to checking Technical
Service Bulletins for any light that could be shed on this
issue. Foolishly, I had discounted the prospect of a TSB being
relevant, maybe because of the very nature of the faults and
the seemingly obvious defect found by the other garage. Upon
checking TSB’s, I came across two, one was superseded by a
later, more detailed one. This made for an extremely useful
read, documenting step by step DTC analysis and comparison,
and test/replace steps as required. In short, it begins with the
harness issue and if that doesn’t fix it replace the lock, and if
that doesn’t fix it, replace the control unit. It is more technically
and eloquently put, but that’s the sum of it.

Armed with a lot more information, particularly relevant to
my presented faults, and internal technician pressure to solve
the riddle, I had two options. 1 – Condemn a control unit
by medium of TSB and manufacturer led process (not to be
argued with sometimes in my experience) or 2 – Carry out
further testing to be as factually sure on my repair advice. The
second option for me had more appeal, particularly given the
potential bill they could be facing for control units and coding,
and the previous investment level already agreed to get to the
point I became involved.
Continued on page 63…
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4-Focus
IAIN ROBERTSON LOOKS AT INNOVATIONS IN NEWER MODELS

SUZUKI – TROUBLED BY EMISSIONS ISSUES,
MILD HYBRID TECH GIVES SOME HOPE
Having ditched diesel (only 3% of its UK sales) and dropped
both Celerio and Baleno models from its line-up, Suzuki Cars
had to swallow a downturn in 2019’s sales figures, while 48v
hybrid versions of Vitara were built at its Hungarian plant. The
excellent 109bhp 1.0-litre, three-cylinder engine has also been
phased out, unable to meet the 2021 emissions target of less
than 95g/km CO2. The former 1.4-litre, 140bhp, four-cylinder
‘K14C’ Boosterjet engine has been much respected for its zesty
performance, rapid warm-up times and overall efficiency.
A re-designated, replacement K14D unit employs a muchenhanced version of the SHVS (Smart Hybrid Vehicle by Suzuki)
12v hybrid technology that continues to be used in all manual
transmission Ignis and all Swift models (both 1.2-litre) from this
summer. Its lithium-ion 48v capacity enables both torque fill
and acceleration boost facilities that the 12v alternative simply
cannot provide. In the Vitara, this also translates into punchy
acceleration (0-60mph in 9.2s) and, in popular front-driven
form, a significant reduction (from 146g/km to 128g/km) in
CO2 emissions and marked increase in fuel economy (from
43.1 to 49.7mpg). A belt-driven integrated start generator (ISG)
assists the petrol engine with a substantial 173.3lbs ft of torque

NEW CAR TECH

SKODA – LEANS ON VW
FOR ITS TECH BUT LOSES A
CONVENTIONAL GEARSTICK
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between 2,000 and 3,000rpm. Renowned for its lightweight and
compact design, the 48v (10kW) battery is located below the
front passenger seat, with the DC-DC converter (with cooling
fan) below the driver’s seat. A traditional 12v battery is in the
engine compartment, which is charged by the 48v system and
the ISG. Greater efficiency arises from electric engine idling,
when the clutch is disengaged. Reapplying throttle results in no
engine restart delay.

How times change. Skoda, once the poor
Czech charge of the grander VW Group,
has finally earned the right to parity with
its parent, not just on price but more
importantly in technological advancement.
The latest Octavia range, doyen of several
nations’ taxi ranks, is now in a race to lead
its class. While an all-new, reconfigurable,
10.25-inch digital dashboard that uses
VW’s base technology enhanced by Skoda,
for its applications, which it also names as
‘Virtual Cockpit’, can also allow full-colour HUD displays to be projected into the lower segment of the windscreen, it is the
lack of gear lever in the centre console of models specified with the popular DSG transmission that highlights the Czech
carmaker’s move up the tech charts and surprises first-time users. In its place is a simple but high-quality rocker switch that
demands little more than a fore and aft motion to swap ratios (if selected manually, which can also be carried out using the
steering wheel located paddles, which are now regarded as ‘conventional’), or to move from an electronic ‘Park’ position to
‘Drive/Sport’ settings. The transmission mechanism is now a ‘shift-by-wire’ type, which has no mechanical connection to the
gearbox. Each manual operation of the rocker switch is accompanied by a fluid ‘click’, which imparts an impression of hightech quality. From a design viewpoint, the shifter can be placed wherever it needs to be. The comprehensively revised range
of Octavia models includes petrol (1.0, 1.5 and 2.0-litre) and ‘clean’ diesel (2.0-litre) engines, with mild-hybrid (1.0 and 1.5-litre
e-Tec) and plug-in hybrid (1.4-litre) alternatives, as a pre-emptive step towards full electrification.

VOLKSWAGEN – MAKES
‘HEY!’ WITH ONE-OFF
E-BULLI

The e-Bulli is an all-electric vehicle
that is powered by VW’s I.D.3 drive
system (featured in the previous
issue). Based on a T1 Samba Bus
(nicknamed: ‘Bulli’) produced in 1966
but restored comprehensively in
Germany, it is a publicity generating
machine, not just for VW’s broader
entry to the EV car scene but also its
future in the light van market. The
Samba had spent half a century on
the roads of California, which meant
it was tired but dry and almost rotfree. Powered originally by a 1.5-litre,
41bhp ‘boxer’ engine, as fitted to
millions of original VW Beetles, the oily old rattler has been replaced by an 80bhp VW electric power unit that develops twice
the torque. The old van’s substructure needed to be strengthened to cope with the extra urge and to accommodate the
new drivetrain. In terms of performance, e-Bulli can reach an electronically restricted top speed of 80mph; the original would
barely top 65mph. Located beneath eBulli’s wood-trimmed new floor, a 45kWh lithium-ion battery supplies the electric motor
with its power. Customised for the e-Bulli by eClassics, a Renningen-based EV converter, a power electronics system in the
back of the vehicle controls the high-voltage energy flow between the electric motor and the battery and, in the process,
converts the stored direct current (DC) into alternating current (AC). In addition, the on-board electronics are supplied with
12 volts via a DC/DC converter. Charging to 80% power in 40 minutes is feasible at fast-charging points and the combined
charging system can be carried out using either alternating, or direct current. Its projected maximum range is around
125-miles. Although a one-off, replicas can be created, if you have the time and money to do so.

MORGAN – CLASSIC ON TOP,
RADICAL CHANGES BELOW

NEW CAR TECH

The very essence of traditional British
sportscar manufacturing has been carried
out in the Malvern Hills for the past 111
years. Morgan is as eclectic as any car
company can be. Its resolute stance has
ensured full order books and up to a two
year waiting list, even when the rest of the
car market is in disarray. Yet, new owners
of the formerly family-owned business
are introducing changes. They are daring
to drag the ‘old style’ sportscar into the
modern world, knowing that customer
resistance could be around the next corner.
Craftsman built, often by members of
local families through the decades, the
former ash wood chassis, with its laminated
curves and tenon joints, is being replaced
by an advanced all-aluminium structure that features riveted and bonded sections, in a major effort to reduce torsional twist and
improve handling dynamics. The development is known as CX-generation and it also allows greater cockpit space, which broadens
accessibility to more Morgan customers. However, Morgan is not departing its long-standing and sustainable image entirely, as the
cockpit area of its latest Plus Four models will still be formed from ash, with exterior aluminium and interior leather panels attached
as before. It does seem as though some traditions are best left unaltered. Now suspended by double wishbones, the Plus Four
model’s handling matches the 150mph/0-60mph in 5.0s potential of its BMW 2.0-litre turbo-petrol engine, which develops up to
255bhp/295lbs ft, driving through a choice of 6-speed manual, or 8-speed automatic transmissions, while returning up to 40mpg
and emitting around 159g/km CO2. It is priced from £62,995.
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The modern three-piece clutch has required years of refinement and not one company can take credit for all developments. Pictured, is
an early patent for a clutch release mechanism, dated 1890, from the founders of Renault.

History in the making –
the single-plate dry clutch
THE MANUAL TRANSMISSION THREE-PIECE CLUTCH
KIT MIGHT LOOK LIKE A STRAIGHTFORWARD
COMPONENT BUT SIGNIFICANT ENGINEERING
EFFORT LIES BEHIND IT. ROB MARSHALL LOOKS AT
ITS DEVELOPMENTS AND THE LATEST ADVICE FROM
QUALITY SUPPLIERS.

Yet, the first automobiles would not have been viable without
miniaturising the recently invented internal combustion
engine (ICE) and harnessing its power. Unlike the bulky steamdriven alternative from locomotives, the ICE cannot develop
full-torque from rest. This did not deter some early innovators.
Despite a long career in the engineering and medical
fields, the Austrian engineer, Seigfried Marcus, focussed his
attention on improving ignition systems and carburetion. Yet,
developing a mechanism to break the link between the engine
and transmission eluded even his great mind. His answer was
to start the engine of his car with the spinning driven wheels
raised, before lowering the jack. Naturally, this created an
insatiable appetite for tyres, let alone making his vehicle rather
impractical.
Continued…

CLUTCH

Had the motorcar not been invented, the modern world
would look very different. Apart from the immense
employment opportunities, related to their manufacture, sale,
maintenance, repair and end-of-life, our society would be
almost unrecognisable. Personal mobility has become a great
liberator within the past 100 years and, despite demonisation
by environmentalists, politicians and any passing ill-informed
commentators who are over-keen to engage in a spot of

polishing their halos, the motorcar has (once again) proven its
societal worth during the current pandemic.
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The alternative hailed from North America, where Messrs Borg
and Mr Beck patented the now universal single-plate friction
clutch in 1910. Similar designs that used multiple friction plates
remained popular for competition cars, a benefit of which
was an increase in the working surface area and, therefore, an
ability to transmit more torque to the gearbox/wheels without
slipping. However, the clutch plate benefitted significantly from
considerable improvements in friction material technology,
especially after Herbert Frood of Derbyshire replaced the
traditional felt, leather and wood linings with an asbestosbased friction material and established the Ferodo company to
mass-manufacture it.

Multi-plate clutches increase the available surface area for
clutches with small diameter. While popular with sports cars,
more humble models used them for a time, although not for long.
The Morris Cowley model from the 1920s was one of the final
production cars to use a multi-plate clutch

Friction gives the answer
Meanwhile, Karl Benz's contribution to motor engineering
extends far beyond the vehicles that still bear his surname.
Among his many innovations was the realisation that some
degree of friction 'slippage' provided the answer to not only
disconnect the engine from the gearbox but also to ensure a
gradual and smooth take-off. The genius that he was, even his
early experiments were not all successful. Inspired by drives,
used by factory machinery during the Industrial Revolution,
Benz developed a clutch system that utilised leather belts. It
did not take long for him to realise that the material would not
tolerate the resultant friction and heat for long. Like many great
minds, the limited materials available at the time tempered his
ambitions.

Not everyone was convinced by Mr Frood's fancy new
invention. William Morris (later Lord Nuffield and first chairman
of the British Motor Corporation) preferred to use cork but,
as the material had an unfortunate tendency to catch fire,
Morris bathed his clutch plates in oil. This did not offer an
entirely satisfactory solution, because oil compositions of the
time made the plates stick together. Until epicyclic-geared
automatic transmissions appeared some years later, wet
clutches were unfashionable, although the Volkswagen Group's
six-speed automated-manual DSG gearbox, a continuation of
an earlier Porsche development, saw wet clutches being used
again for manual transmissions (albeit automated manuals),
because of their ability to keep relatively cool and transmit high
torque figures for their size. In truth, asbestos was such an ideal
material that suppliers faced immense challenges to develop
alternatives, after carmakers (and later legislation) demanded
that the carcinogenic substance be banned.
Apart from suitable friction material composition, a clutch
requires significant forces to clamp the friction plate against
the flywheel reliably. Yet, an engineering balance is needed.
While stiff springs equal higher clamp pressures, making the
friction plate transmit higher torque values without slipping,
they require larger forces to disengage the drive. The most
obvious consequence of which is a heavier clutch pedal. For
salespeople, this was becoming more of an issue, as more
people were buying cars outside elite enthusiast circles.
User-friendliness was also a major reason why Synchromesh
(a General Motors invention and brand name) appeared on
manual transmissions, the introduction of which made clutch
stops pointless. This system was employed commonly on
vintage sports cars and was, effectively, a friction brake that
slowed-down the spinning clutch friction disc after the clutch
Continued…

CLUTCH

Various ways of retaining a manual gear-lever but deleting the
clutch pedal have not caught-on. Certain versions of Renault's
Dauphine featured an electromagnetic Ferlec electric clutch that
deleted the clutch pedal but retained a manual gearbox.
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The cone clutch provided an answer, albeit not a complete
one. It works by utilising a spinning (female) cone to the
crankshaft, usually by having conical recess machined into
the flywheel. A smaller, (male) cone, fixed to the transmission,
moves and inserts into it, with the forces supplied by a
substantial helical spring. Due to the tapered shape of the
cones and the friction material affixed to the male cone's outer
surface, the taper clutch was extremely compact for its size
and weight. A downside was that the 'bite' point tended to be
extremely fierce.

Technical updates
To enhance their reputes to technicians and reduce
unnecessary warranty claims, the quality clutch
suppliers update their fitting advice regularly.
Perhaps the most notable update occurred during
the pandemic, when Valeo introduced a webinar
with a spread of useful advice on how to prevent
contaminating the clutch with grease, when you
replace it. If you missed the broadcast, it can be
viewed on-demand from here:
https://bit.ly/Valeo7
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The Valeo Conversion Kit
Composed of a solid flywheel and a reinforced long travel damper clutch disc

the conversion kit is a reliable and efficient alternative to the traditional dual-mass flywheel + kit
◊ Easy to fit: Same mounting
time as a dual-mass
flywheel and no specific
adjustment required for the
clutch
◊ Reliable: Optimal
protection of the engine
and gearbox
◊ Comfortable: High
filtration of vibration
and noise to enhance
driving pleasure

AFTER FITTING A VALEO CONVERSION KIT
YOU WILL NEVER HAVE TO CHANGE
THE FLYWHEEL AGAIN,
ONLY THE CLUTCH KIT

Certain cars used freewheels until around 1980. Rovers featured them as a fuel-saving device until the sixties. They were necessary
on certain two-stroke engined cars to prevent lubrication starvation, when the throttle was released, because the oil was mixed with
the fuel. When SAAB adopted four-stroke engines, it retained the freewheel, until the 96 V4 ceased production in 1980. Volkswagen
introduced a coasting function on certain of its DSG automated manual models, where, for the first time, the freewheel effect was
instigated by the clutch pack, unlike the earlier cars, where the freewheel facility was performed by the gearbox.

pedal had been depressed. This allowed the skilled driver to
make rapid ratio-changes on a 'crash' gearbox, without either
making a mechanically destructive gear change, or expending
valuable time, waiting for the clutch plate to slow.
By the 1930s, instead of possessing a single central clamping
spring, a ring of smaller springs provided the necessary forces.

CLUTCH

Continued…

The Volkswagen 1600 was the first European production car to
boast a single plate diaphragm clutch, supplied by LuK.
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The BMW 525e ('eta') economy model was the ancestor of the
company's later EfficientDynamics programme. It was the first car
to feature a Dual Mass Flywheel (DMF). BMW cars were also firstto-market with the self-adjusting clutch, and internal Centrifugal
Pendulum Absorbers fitted to not only to later DMFs but also clutch
friction plates. All of these innovations were supplied by LuK.

IT’S BETTER TO GO
ALL INCLUSIVE.

LuK RepSet clutch kits contain everything you need to carry out a
professional repair, all in genuine OE quality.
They also come with a bonus points coupon that you can redeem for
technical know-how, tools and POS on REPXPERT, Schaeffler’s website
and app knowledge base for workshop technicians.
All components are precision matched to work together and ensure a fast
and efficient installation, so you can save time, effort and money by
getting it right first time - every time. Don’t risk your reputation by using
mis-matched clutch parts - for a completely professional repair fit LuK.
www.repxpert.co.uk | www.schaeffler.co.uk/aftermarket

Helping UK garages get

all be balanced against an effective release mechanism, which
helps to permit a smooth and progressive engagement. As
mentioned earlier, avoiding an excessively weighty pedal has
always been a challenge. This requirement dictated whether a
specific vehicle was designed with either a 'push' or 'pull' type
clutch, because the additional levering effect achieved by the
release mechanism can result in a lighter pedal. While cable
operation (boasting either manual, or automatic adjusters)
have featured in the past, most modern cars from this century
boast self-adjusting hydraulic systems. Hydraulics have
increased in popularity since the late 1990s, especially after the
clutch release bearing was combined with the clutch hydraulic
slave cylinder to create the Concentric Slave Cylinder (CSC).

The Concentric Slave Cylinder makes installation at the factory
easier and cheaper but needs special attention at every clutch
change. Pictured is a Blue Print unit, the range of OE quality
clutches from whom are not restricted to Asian marques but has
been expanded considerably to embrace European models.

Even so, carmakers throughout history have attempted to
ditch the clutch pedal altogether, while retaining the single
plate clutch arrangement. They failed. DAF Variomatic cars
(and later 300-series CVT Volvos) featured dry plate clutches
that engaged using centrifugal force in their rear-wheeldrive belt transmissions. Electronic means of declutching
have also varied. Early examples used an electromagnetic
release mechanism to disengage the clutch, if the gear lever
was touched by the driver, with a torque converter that
allowed the vehicle to stop and restart without the engine
stalling. Perhaps we should be grateful that these clumsy and
expensive arrangements that were used on vehicles, such as
NSU's ill-fated Ro80, did not catch-on. Instead, as electronics
have matured, single-clutch automated manual models (such

During the following decade, General Motors of North America
had refined the system, by introducing a single diaphragm
spring to replace the multiple springs. Apart from being
smaller, easier to balance and cheaper to manufacture, the
design could distribute pressure more evenly across the friction
plate. Yet, Europeans had to wait until the mid-sixties for the
diaphragm clutch to debut on a new car.

Please release me, let me go...
The choice of friction material, the requirements for an
adequate surface area, and the clamping pressures set must

CLUTCH

Clutch pedals become heavier to depress, as the friction material
wears from the pressure plate. To avoid this, self-adjusting
clutches incorporate a mechanism within the pressure plate. In
some cases, these cannot be reset manually and so care is needed,
when installing them.
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Clutch friction materials have played a vital part in clutch
development. First Line reports that in-house quality testing has
found friction materials on cheaper clutches that are not to the
same specifications as those used on its Borg and Beck brands. The
results are problems with performance and durability. First Line
also reports that low-grade CSCs suffer from poor-quality seals.

as Vauxhall's Easytronic) appeared, boasting a 'conventional'
automatic P,R,N,D gear lever gate. Mechanically, these models
still possess manual gearboxes but the single plate friction
clutch and manual gears remain, operated conventionally
by electro-hydraulic units, controlled by a transmission ECU.
Thankfully, we are starting to see manufacturers move away
from these systems, the majority of which are not especially
reliable and need to be driven with a degree of mechanical
sympathy to make smooth progress.

Latest developments
Clutch development has accelerated
this century, mainly in the pursuit
of weight reduction, increased
refinement and the need to transmit
increased torque at lower engine
speeds. The mass adoption of
Dual Mass Flywheels, popularised
initially by diesel cars but have since
become virtually universal, has seen
the centre damper springs removed
from the OE clutch friction plate.
Self-adjusting clutches have also
appeared to reduce the tendency for
the clutch pedal to become harder
to depress, as the friction plate
wears. They work by employing a
self-adjusting mechanism within
the pressure plate. Naturally, these
systems require appreciation by the
technician, as incorrect fitting can
disturb the adjustment mechanism
and not all of them can be reset.
The main challenge that CSCs
introduce is that the gearbox needs
to be removed to access them, should they develop a leak.
Therefore, as clutches are becoming more sophisticated, so too
must appreciation levels of the technician and training. As you

Certain automated manual gearboxes use dry-clutches,
the most renowned version of which is the Volkswagen
Group's DSG7. However, while the main principles of
a traditional single plate dry clutch remains the same,
installation and set-up differs considerably.

expect, Autotechnician will cover more about the technical
details, fitting tips and training details of the latest clutches in
our future editorials.

One Brand.
All Clutches.
Blue Print range
extended to include
European Vehicles

CLUTCH
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Reliable Engine Cooling
For a long time and mileage

New
Product

COMPLETE FACTORY NEW,
ELECTRIC WATER PUMPS
Including vibration isolators
and mounting brackets

NISSENS WATER PUMP
Ensures proper and reliable engine cooling for a long time
Water pump function is crucial for the engine’s proper cooling thus its safe operation. Our electric
water pumps apply highest rated raw materials protecting against overheating and vibration as well
as securing the product’s supreme durability and long lifespan despite harsh working conditions.
Nissens water pumps are fully tested to ensure their proper pumping efficiency, excellent fit and
electrical compatibility thus reliable operation in the vehicle for a long time.
Learn more at nissens.com/waterpump

OE MATCHING
PERFORMANCE
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LIFE-SPAN
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COOLING
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MOUNTING
BRACKETS
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OVERHEATING
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PROTECTED

Peeking behind
closed doors –
calliper
remanufacturing
REMANUFACTURED CALLIPERS OFFER
ENVIRONMENTALLY AND COST-EFFECTIVE
ALTERNATIVES TO MAIN DEALER, OR NEW NONOE CASTINGS. ROB MARSHALL GOES BEHIND THE
SCENES TO UNEARTH TIPS THAT WILL HELP YOU TO
REDUCE FITTING TIME AND MAXIMISE MARGINS.
Not one of us likes facing an irate customer. We all try to do the
best job we can but, sometimes, things go wrong outside our
control. When let-down by a component, it is garage staff that
receive the face-to-face flack from the public.

BRAKES

Responding to last issue's remanufacturing investigation, a
technician contacted AT and shared several embarrassing
issues that he encountered with remanufactured brake
callipers. Wishing to remain anonymous, he explained how his
employer had ditched a previous supplier, after being sweettalked by a local firm that was 'having a go' at remanufacturing
and could offer the parts slightly cheaper. The pitch succeeded
but the gamble did not pay off. Although fitting replacement
callipers was not a major part of the business, over half of the
remanufactured parts that were supplied by the new trader
came back as warranty claims. The main problem involved
brake fluid leaking through the main piston seal. Thankfully, the
dangerous situations were discovered, before they resulted in
serious incidents. The technician recalled that the garage failed
to recoup its money from the remanufacturing chancers for
the faulty callipers, because the company went bankrupt soon
afterwards. The lesson was learned.

1. Stock of callipers, suitable for remanufacturing ('core'), is crucial
to the process. While the ELV car dismantling businesses are major
suppliers, the old part that you remove from the customer car
remains a valuable commodity.

Callipers do not look this good indefinitely. Corrosion attacks
them not only on the outside but also internally, should brake fluid
changes be neglected.

This tale highlights our previous assertion that there is no set
quality standard for remanufactured callipers, making it difficult
for reputable garages to distinguish good from bad. We are
not warning you to avoid remanufactured callipers but be
careful with whom you place your trust. Pagid https://pagid.
com/product-range/ is a brand owned by TMD Friction, an OE
supplier, and distributed exclusively through ECP. It told AT that
it produces the range of remanufactured callipers under strict
process protocols. While these procedures are approved under
ISO9001 and TS16949, these are certifications that are based
on continuous improvement and are not specific to brake
hydraulics. Even so, Pagid told us that garages can believe in
high quality remanufactured callipers, by placing trust in a
quality brand such as its and by ordering through a trusted
supplier.
The following steps take a peek behind the scenes of calliper
remanufacturing to highlight the processes involved to
achieve a quality end product and offer hints to help you
manage workshop time, profitability and eradicate subsequent
complaints.

2. In most cases, you will pay a surcharge fee on the remanufactured
part, which is refunded after the remanufacturer receives the old
item that is to specification and in good condition. Note that the
funds are released only after careful checks.

Continued…
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CORE
PROCESS:
A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A BRAKE ENGINEERING CALIPER
1

6

REMANUFACTURING
CENTRE OF EXCELLENCE
Our caliper remanufacturing is
located in Wrexham, North Wales.
Old core units are delivered
here daily.

2

INSPECTION
We inspect each unit against
strict core acceptance criteria
where rejected units are
scrapped or returned.

REBUILD
The unit is then
ready for rebuilding
and passes through
advanced production
cells including:

3

BREAKDOWN

4

CLEANING

5

PLATING

Accepted units
are fully dismantled
including the
pistons and sliders.

The dismantled unit then
passes to a blast wash
where it is cleansed of
dirt and debris.

The unit is then electroplated
in a Chrome 6 free finish
which aids the life of our
calipers.

7

TESTING
Each unit is only released
once it passes stringent
multi-stage high and low
pressure tests as used at
OE level.

• Fitment of 100% new
rubber components.
• Fitment of 100% new
piston and sliders –
manufactured on site.

8
10

100%
NEW PISTONS USED

IN EVERY UNIT

9

FITMENT
Fitted to cars every day for
trouble free motoring.

CALIPER
WE CAN
REMANUFACTURING
IS RUN 24 HOURS
5 DAYS A WEEK 4/5 DAYS

ORIGINAL AFTERMARKET SINCE 1981

BE15CI

PACKING
In the distinctive black
and amber Brake
Engineering box.

REMANUFACTURE IN

92%
MARKET COVERAGE

www.brake-eng.com

EVERY 5TH
CALIPER WE

REMANUFACTURE

SHIPMENT
Delivered nationwide
daily via next day
delivery.

100%
NEW SLIDERS AND SEALS

IS DIFFERENT USED IN EVERY UNIT

PAGID.COM
OEM BRAKING PARTNERS

OEM
FOR YOU

The OEM braking technology we develop today is the
market leading brake pad you fit tomorrow. We are
your OEM braking partners. We are OEM for you.

TMD FRICTION APPROVED SUPPLIER BY THE
FOLLOWING VEHICLE MANUFACTURERS

Available exclusively at

ALFA ROMEO | ASTON MARTIN | AUDI | BENTLEY | BMW | BUGATTI | BUICK | CADILLAC | CHEVROLET | CHRYSLER | CITROËN
DACIA | DODGE | FERRARI | FIAT | FORD | HONDA | HYUNDAI | JAGUAR | JEEP | KIA | LAMBORGHINI | LAND ROVER | LEXUS
LINCOLN | LOTUS | MASERATI | MAZDA | MERCEDES-BENZ | MITSUBISHI | NISSAN | OPEL | VAUXHALL | PEUGEOT | PORSCHE
RENAULT | ROLLS-ROYCE | SEAT | ŠKODA | SMART | SSANGYONG | SUZUKI | TESLA | TOYOTA | VOLKSWAGEN | VOLVO

3. D
 amaged castings, such as this broken
handbrake cable mount, will sacrifice your
surcharge. Never treat the old calliper as
scrap, such as striking it with a hammer on
removal. Consult the surcharge literature
from your supplier.

4. If the calliper is to the correct specification
and passes the core quality control checks,
it is dismantled carefully. Any external
linkages are removed and a complex
ID system ensures that the parts do not
become mixed-up.

5. Any quality remanufacturer should discard
all rubber components, including seals and
gaiters. The performance and longevity of
any remanufactured calliper rests on the
quality of the replacement rubber that is
subsequently used.

6. The engineer extracts the piston from
its bore, which tends to be scrapped and
replaced with a new item. Pictured is the
handbrake adjusting mechanism being
removed after the piston. Bleed nipples are
discarded.

7. Mechanical park brake adjusters are
expensive components and many
remanufacturing businesses reuse them,
only if they are in good condition. This one
has a pitted end shaft and is discarded.
Any bearings are replaced.

8. T
 he calliper bore is inspected for any
scoring or deterioration of soft metal
bushes. If it cannot be re-machined, the
casting is scrapped. If the calliper passes
this quality control (QC) inspection, it
undergoes a chemical clean to remove all
grime.

9. Even after a thorough cleaning, the
calliper may bear corrosion on its outer
body, despite the internal surfaces being in
good order. All ports, therefore, are sealed
with plastic bungs...

10. [...] prior to the calliper being shot
blasted and cleaned again. As the minute
particles of dirt, or grit, can damage even
the finest-quality rubber seals and cause
leaks soon after being fitted to the car,
thorough QC is vital.

11. The cleaned and blasted body is now
ready for reassembly. Note that this
handbrake mechanism end is coated in
ceramic grease, before being inserted
through the bore and pressed into the
calliper's end bush.

Continued…

A REAL BIND

BRAKES

As with all faults, be wary of misdiagnosis. If the customer complains of binding
brakes, check that the sliders move freely, especially in situations where they are
not included as part of the remanufactured calliper kit. Even if the calliper needs
to be replaced, it is not a bad idea to inspect and lubricate the sliders, anyway.
Should you discover corrosion, which generally occurs if the car is mainly used for
short journeys, consider replacing the calliper’s sliders and their protective gaiters
as well (pictured). Simply cleaning them alone tends to yield temporary results.
Inexpensive kits, which include silicon grease, are available for most makes and
models and offer a genuine upsell opportunity, as well as giving the customer
additional peace-of-mind.
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12. Silicon grease is employed on new rubber
seals; copper grease is not used, because
of its tendency to damage rubber
components. This is one reason why you
should not use it, when replacing brake
pads.

13. New pistons are fitted with new seals,
where appropriate, and inserted into
the calliper bore. Again, decent QC
ensures that the assembly atmosphere is
scrupulously clean.

14. I n some (but not all) cases, removed mild
steel operating arms are cleaned, blasted
and re-plated, prior to being refitted.
Otherwise, they are replaced with new
components, along with any return
springs.

15. Electric Park Brake (EPB) systems
possess a mechanical adjustment
mechanism. After inspection, cleaning
and lubricating, these tend to be reused,
unless damaged. Their bearings,
however, are renewed.

16. On EPB callipers, with electrical motor
actuators bolted to the calliper rear, the
pictured motor drive cog engages with
the adjustment mechanism's matching
female splined shaft.

17. Quality remanufacturers tend to replace
the entire EPB actuator, regardless of
its condition. The weather seal, which
prevents water ingress between the
calliper body and the motor unit, is also
renewed.

18. Comprehensive testing is also the
hallmark of a quality remanufacturer.
EPBs are checked for operation,
by applying 14 volts and checking
that the piston extends and retracts
appropriately.

19. Hydraulic components must also be
tested. In some cases, compressed air is
applied for a set length of time and the
QC engineer notes any pressure drops.
Again, quality remanufacturers will
not cut corners before each calliper is
completed.

20. Callipers are boxed so that they are not
damaged in transit. Check that any
security seals are intact, prior to opening
the box, and check the calliper body for
any damage, before fitting it to the car.

BRAKES

NOISE AND JUDDER
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When replacing the calliper, it is a false economy not to replace the brake discs
and pads and it is a good idea to use matching parts, as pictured, because they
are designed by the manufacturer to work together. Yet, First Line warns that
brake noise can originate not just from the braking system but also from other
components, from a wheel bearing to the suspension. It advises that poor
installation practices cause most noise-related issues. A typical scenario might
be having new pads bearing upon worn discs. First Line also strongly emphasises
that copper grease should not be used and it highlights that, should it be applied
to the double rubber shim present on Borg & Beck pads, as an example, the grease will cause the rubber to deteriorate
and noise will result soon afterwards. The Bilstein Group highlights that not cleaning the hub, prior to installing a new
disc, might also be the root cause. Comline adds that complaints can arise from the customer not bedding-in the linings
properly, such as harsh application of the brakes within several hundred miles. Therefore, advise your customer about the
running-in process. R90 does not guarantee protection against noise and judder, which is why you need to take steps to
avoid it. AT will look into the regulation in a future issue.

Partner with
a Pioneer
From full service solutions
to next gen GDi tech, Delphi
Technologies has been
pioneering within the auto
sector for over 100 years. Our
Aftermarket division combines
the best of both worlds – a rich
OE heritage and innovative
service solutions – which
together with your technicians’
expertise, ensures vehicles
drive safer, better and further,
just like the day they drove oﬀ
the assembly line.

INTELLIGENCE
RUNS IN OUR
FAMILY

APOLLO-D8™

TRITON-D8™

ZEUS®

Snap-on is a trademark, registered in the United States and other countries, of Snap-on Incorporated.
All rights reserved. ©Snap-on Incorporated 2019.

The only question is, which tool is right for your needs?
APOLLO-D8, TRITON-D8 and ZEUS are the world’s first and only tools that feature Intelligent Diagnostics.
It’s an exclusive Snap-on® game-changer that saves you time and eliminates missteps by guiding you
directly to the fix. Fast. And with three different price points and a variety of built-in features like the 2019
Queen’s Award winning SureTrack™ real fixes, Snap-on Information system’s accessibility, scope it’s even
easy to find your way to the platform that’s perfect for you and your garage.
To learn more, talk to your Snap-on Franchisee. Or visit diagnostics.snapon.co.uk

INTELLIGENT DIAGNOSTICS.
SPEED, CERTAINTY, PROFITABILITY.

Garages need to work harder to push
extra but relevant services to their
customers. Now, more than ever,
suspension alignment remains a
valuable profit generator.

Alignment – keeping customers and
business on the straight and narrow
WITH GARAGE FOOTFALL BEING IN FREEFALL IN
RECENT MONTHS, ROB MARSHALL ARGUES THAT
NOW IS THE PERFECT OPPORTUNITY TO UPSELL
YOUR SUSPENSION ALIGNMENT SERVICES, AS YOUR
CUSTOMERS GRADUALLY RETURN.

Duty of Care considerations
As if replacing various components that affect steering
geometry and then not checking/adjusting the alignment
afterwards was bad enough, not performing ADAS calibration
where needed is positively suicidal, not only for your business
repute but also for customer safety. ADAS calibration must
be part of your duty of care and not an upsell. While you
might think that ADAS-equipped cars are too few to worry
about, consider that National Windscreens performed
ADAS recalibrations on 14% of all its work in 2018 and that
percentage has doubled, since. Snap-On emphasises that the
increasing importance of suspension alignment and ADAS
calibration is why its latest generation of aligners possess an
EZ-ADAS equipment set-up guide.
Continued…

WHEEL ALIGNMENT

While typical customers may approach you for repairs, or a set
of tyres, it is a fair bet that many of them do not factor in the
importance of subsequent alignment. Therefore, it is down to
you to emphasise the importance of setting the correct wheel
geometric angles not only to avoid scrubbing-out tyre tread
needlessly but also to ensure the car's directional stability. You
may even choose to upsell the service not just on cars that are
repaired but simply every car that ventures into your workshop
and make a charge only if an adjustment is needed. Naturally,
you have to balance the time required to perform the check for
free with the revenue expected but certain equipment options
are worth investigating, which speeds-up the task. Even so, if

your MOT bay is being underused, due to the extension in test
dates, consider using it more for alignment purposes.
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Tackling the challenges of latest
models
ADAS aside, modern vehicles are becoming ever more
sensitive to alignment problems, not helped by their tolerances
reducing. While some high-end vehicles require exact set-up
procedures, including weights being placed inside the cabin
to simulate occupants, this challenge appears to be increasing,
with more and more vehicles adopting greater precision. For
example, you may need to measure the vehicle's ride-height
so that you can access the correct adjustment values, after
entering them into a database. This slows the task down and
threatens profitability.
It also poses problems for older alignment technology, such
as laser types, because they cannot measure to the required
tolerances. You may also need to take measurements to access
the required alignment data. Therefore, if you are looking to
invest in new equipment, prioritise that which not only speedsup the measuring process but also improves accuracy and
provides the necessary data easily. 3D aligners are promoted
as providing the solutions. For more details, see our earlier
advice on the topic https://autotechnician.co.uk/up-sellingwheel-alignment. In addition, a Snap-On spokesperson told
AT that extra ancillary items can make alignment operations
considerably easier:
"For vehicles where the ride height is measured externally,
we can supply a Ride Height Target device. This can be used
to automatically input ride height measurements into the
software, rather than the operator having to use a tape
measure and then typing in the readings manually."

Not performing ADAS calibration where needed is
positively suicidal, not only for your business repute
but also for customer safety.
Hickleys offers a range of ADAS solutions from suppliers
including TEXA, Bosch, Brain Bee and its own brand
RCCT, and can tailor a package to suit your technical
requirements and budget, to cover Windscreen
only, Windscreen & Radar or full packages including
diagnostics, technical information, and programming
applications.
Hickleys can provide a full demonstration of the
BOSCH, TEXA, Brain Bee or RCCT equipment on your
premises or at one of its ADAS locations ensuring
Covid-19 safety guidelines are met. To enquire, call Paul
Now on 07718 312 209 or visit https://www.hickleys.
com/diagnostics/adas.php for further information.

Avoiding errors
Naturally, as cars become increasingly exacting with their
geometric requirements, the latest alignment equipment has
also evolved. For you to make accurate adjustments in the least
possible time, familiarise yourself with all aspects of the new
hard and software. Quality suppliers will offer support to help
you with this.
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Apart from user error and incorrect procedures affecting
adjustment accuracy, all aligners require maintenance.
Therefore, keeping wheel clamps, steering turning plates and
targets clean and well-maintained will aid the process, freeing
workshop time, boosting profitability and enhancing customer
safety and satisfaction.

Fitting errors are the main reason for
wheel bearing warranties being declined.
As different techniques are required for
different bearing generations, matching
the bearing with the appropriate
methodology is an essential
first step to ensure a
successful repair.

Wheel Bearings –
the generation game
While their primary task has always been the same, Rob
Marshall looks at the various wheel bearing types that an
all-makes independent technician will encounter.

types shows how they have changed, along with some basic
fitting tips. In the future, we shall investigate each generation
in more detail:

While OEMs argue that wheel bearings last the life of a
vehicle, many of them do not go the full distance; otherwise,
technicians would never need to replace them! The reasons
tend not to be due to manufacturing defects, or blatant
exaggerations from carmaker marketing departments but,
like with most other components, abuse affects durability.
Regular driving on poor road surfaces, especially at high
speed, traversing potholes, striking kerbs, or dunking through
floodwater are not good for long bearing life.
Additionally, like many other parts of the motorcar, wheel
bearings are more sophisticated than ever before. Not only
have they progressed to meet car manufacturers' inexhaustible
demands of weight reduction and easy factory installation
but they must also tolerate faster rotational speeds and higher
forces. Their function has expanded to provide speed data to
the various vehicle ECUs, such as those for the engine, ABS,
ECU and navigation systems.

Common mistakes: Damaging the wheel hub, when
pressing-out the bearing outer race. Overtightening can lead
to excessive pre-load; under-tightening can result in excessive
end-float, both of which may result in premature failure.
Extra Tips: Neither under, nor over-grease, the bearing during
assembly and be wary that end-float needs to be measured,
most commonly, with a feeler gauge. Some free-play is
required, something that is worth consideration by MOT Testers
before failing a car with excessive play.
Continued…

BEARINGS

Unsurprisingly, as bearings have evolved, so too have fitting
techniques. Aggressive hammering may get the bearing
mounted, if you are lucky, but you might have damaged the
bearing internally. Therefore, you risk having to do the job all
over again under warranty at the very least. No technician, or
garage owner, wishes to be confronted with an irate customer,
who has just experienced a wheel bearing seizure, or even a
hub becoming detached, complete with its roadwheel. With
this in mind, the following overview of the different bearing

Generation 0
What is it? This is the standard tapered wheel bearing, used
most commonly on undriven wheels on older cars, most
commonly, historic vehicles.
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Generation 1

Generation 2

What is it? A pre-lubricated, pre-set and sealed bearing
assembly that cannot be dismantled. This one is a double-row
sealed angular ball bearing, which may (or may not) feature
a multipole speed sensor encoder within the bearing. The
assembly is pressed as one into a bearing housing on the
car's suspension vertical link/steering knuckle. The wheel hub
incorporates a bearing flange that is pressed into the inner ring.

What is it? A sealed bearing assembly that includes a flange.
The bearing pre-load is set by the centre nut's torque. The
pictured example is a double-row, angular ball bearing, with a
conventional visible encoder.

Common mistakes: When pressing the bearing into the
bearing seat, apply even pressure to the outer ring only. When
pressing the hub into the inner ring, apply force only to hub
and the inner ring. On bearings fitted with encoder rings,
ensure that you fit it the correct way round.

Common mistakes: Using a hammer to fit the wheel hub/
bearing to the stub axle, instead of using the dedicated tool(s)
to press it into place.
Fitting Tips: When removing the hub, the bearing inner race
can remain in place. Remove it before fitting the new bearing/
hub. Check the stub axle for damage.
Variations:

Extra Tips: When fitting the circlip(s), ensure that the opening
faces downwards, which allows moisture to drain and not to
accumulate and contaminate the bearing.
Variations:

Generation 1 using tapered
roller bearings instead of ball
bearings, again with/without a
multipole encoder.

BEARINGS

Generation 1 bearing that
incorporates a snap-ring. This
must engage with the groove
within the bearing housing
and this might dictate special
tools.
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Matching pairs
While many safety-critical parts are replaced in pairs,
such as brake discs, through to suspension dampers, it
is logical that wheel bearings on the same axle are likely
to share similar wear patterns. Schaeffler highlights its
FAG WheelPro range for high-mileage vehicles, which
it states is an economically-viable repair solution for
the entire axle that includes both the bearings and the
ancillary parts. Therefore, consider offering this more
comprehensive upsell to your business customers
especially.

This Second Generation wheel bearing is also of a double-row,
sealed angular ball bearing construction but its encoder is of
the multipole design, integral within the bearing.
This tapered roller bearing design is held to the steering
knuckle by bolts/nuts that must be unscrewed, prior to the unit
being pressed-out and the hub separated from the bearing
with a hydraulic press. When refitting, the vehicle's weight
should not be supported by the hub, until the centre bolt is
tightened to its specified torque value. Otherwise, you will
damage the bearing.

This double-row, sealed angular ball bearing design not only
possesses an orbitally-formed shoulder (a Schaeffler innovation
to maintain accurate bearing preload) but also a snap-ring. It is
simply pulled out of its bearing seat but refitting dictates that
a dedicated clamp is fitted over the replacement, before being
pressed back in. This not only ensures that the forces from the
pressing-in process focus on the outer ring and not the bearing
balls but also it holds the snap ring in position, until it engages
with the groove within the bearing seat.
Continued…

SAFE AND
SOUND(LESS)

FAG wheel bearings are approved for original fitment and
engineered for a smooth and silent drive.
As a safety critical component, there are good reasons why
the world’s leading vehicle manufacturers choose to fit FAG.
One such reason is our innovative Low Friction Torque (LFT)
sealing technology that reduces bearing friction by 30%,
ultimately cutting CO2 emissions and fuel consumption by over 1%.
Cheaper bearings might not include patented technologies like LFT,
and may also not have been engineered or tested to conform to
the many rigorous standards that FAG has to meet as an OE supplier.
www.repxpert.co.uk | www.schaeffler.co.uk/aftermarket
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Second-generation bearings especially can be tricky to fit. Yet, some
companies are rising to the challenge to reduce fitting errors. For
example, as part of its uprated MEYLE-KIT range, a second-generation
bearing is pressed together with the hub. This pre-assembled wheel
bearing kit only looks similar to the later 3rd generation bearing
assembly.

Quality: ancillary and upgrades
Bearing quality generally varies widely, which is why we
emphasise the importance of OE quality. Not forgetting
that wheel bearings are safety-critical parts, trust a
supplier that includes the additional components,
which reduce the risk of you having a ramp occupied
by an immovable vehicle, while waiting for extra parts
to arrive. First Line highlights that its wheel bearing kits
can include up to twelve individual components, such
as circlips, nuts, washers, bolts, seals and dust caps.
Consider also that both aftermarket and OE suppliers
can provide upgrade options. First Line highlights its
part number FKB1109, which is a front wheel bearing
kit for multiple Audi models including A4, A6 and Q5.
This kit has had the surface hardening on the bearing
face enhanced, increasing its lifespan. Again, perform
your research and consider offering this as a premium
upsell.

Generation 3
What is it? Generation 3 wheel bearings possess two flanges as
opposed to the one of the Generation 2 design. Generation 3
wheel bearings are considerably easier to remove and install.
The bearing unit pictured is a double-row, sealed angular ball
bearing with Schaeffler's orbitally-formed shoulder.
Fitting tips: Apply the correct torque value to the fixings, as
well as the centre nut, to ensure correct pre-load. Do not lower
the vehicle to the ground before tightening the centre nut. Use
all of the supplied ancillary parts provided with the bearing.

BEARINGS

Common mistakes: Do not be tempted to use an impact
wrench on any of the fastenings, because the shock loadings
can damage the bearing assembly.
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Variations:
This Generation Three unit possesses not only a multipole
encoder but also an integral sensor. In this case, note the
original cable's routing to the main wiring loom and mount the
replacement cable in the same manner.
The face-spline wheel bearing replaced the radial gearing
system of the drive shaft and hub. Developed by GKN and
Schaeffler, this offered a 10% weight saving and associated CO2
benefits. It also increased the transferable engine/motor torque
by 50%. The pictured bearing has its face spline positioned
axially on its orbitally-formed shoulder.

Special Tools
Most issues that are associated with fitting errors are because either it is not appreciated that dedicated tools are
required, or those tools are not in the workshop. Therefore, enquire with your parts supplier/manufacture about which
ones you need. The Bilstein Group told AT that it encourages best practice during the bearing replacement, which is
why it stocks many Blue Print bearing replacement tools, under part numbers ADT35501, ADC45502, ADK85503 and
ADG05525, to complement its range of replacement wheel bearings.

Post-Lockdown
Survival Supplement:

How to boost business & keep customers safe

The OE spare part for start-stop vehicles and luxury cars
8 out of 10 newly manufactured AGM start-stop vehicles come with a VARTA
Best solution for the aftermarket to offer 1 : 1 replacement

www.varta-automotive.com/en-gb/agm

These car manufacturers fit VARTA®:
Audi Bentley BMW Bugatti Chevrolet Chrysler Citroën Ferrari
Fiat Ford GMC Honda Hyundai Jaguar Kia Lamborghini
Land Rover Maserati Mercedes-Benz Nissan Opel Peugeot Porsche
Renault Seat Škoda Vauxhall Volkswagen Volvo

It all starts with

Whether you remained open over
the spring lock-down, or not,
working practices have evolved.

Post lock-down survival
The pandemic continues to touch our lives. As the
UK relaxes restrictions on our movements, Rob
Marshall looks at how you can transform challenges
into opportunities by not only keeping your business
buoyant but also keeping your customers safe.
One of the best attributes of the independent aftermarket is
problem-solving. This characteristic is essential to our survival
in, perhaps, the most challenging commercial atmosphere of
modern times. While many independent garages are serving
non-key workers for the first time in months, thought must
be given to not only social distancing procedures but also
marketing strategies.

The outlook

Interestingly, at the time of writing (early June 2020), limited
details have been revealed about how the taxpayer will pay
back the vast sums of borrowing that our nation has sustained
over the last three months. Consumer belt-tightening is
inevitable, especially in the likelihood that our economy will
contract in two consecutive quarters (the formal definition
of a recession). This is likely to entice customers to seek-out
used car bargains and pursue better value repairs. Used car

After suffering a 97% fall in sales, with fewer than 1,000 private
customers buying new cars during April, the OEMs are hurting
as well. While many dealerships introduced scrappage schemes
with no taxpayer subsidies in recent years, car manufacturers,
which are well accustomed to pleading poverty, are thrusting
their begging bowls beneath the noses of government once
again. Monsieur Macron announced an €8bn (£7.1bn) subsidy
to France's struggling domestic car brands during late May,
in an aim to not only stimulate demand but also to (rightly, or
wrongly) refocus car assembly to French plants. This sum does
not include a proposed £5bn loan for Renault, although it is
reassuring that Nissan has announced that the Sunderland
plant will remain open (for now), while it closes one of its major
plants in Barcelona. Even so, representatives for British OEMs
are looking across the channel and exerting pressure on the
UK government to introduce taxpayer-funded enticements
to boost used car demand on these shores and scrappage
incentives are possibilities.
As with 2009's scheme, this may drive customers away from
independent repairers and into the arms of main dealer
workshops. So, stimuli to boost new car sales might leach
customers away from you; how will you fight against this
challenge? The IAAF emphasises that scrappage is not the
Continued…

POST-LOCKDOWN SUPPLEMENT

AT has been asked by readers and advertisers about our
predictions for the post-COVID-19 future. We repeat one
commentator's view on the pandemic, in that conducting
a post-mortem is somewhat tricky, while the 'mortem' is
ongoing. The virus has not been eradicated and government
responses are evolving very quickly, with future lock-downs not
being ruled-out, especially when the winter approaches.

sales and values have also remained comparatively buoyant
during the pandemic. As workers strived to avoid public
transport, demand for sub-£2,000 cars rocketed during the
spring, according to desparateseller.co.uk, especially in London,
potentially undermining the capital's current car and van
scrappage-scheme – for now. However, the independent
aftermarket cannot afford to be complacent. According to a
recent survey by GoCompare, two million drivers are worried
about how they can afford to get their car serviced and 29%
confessed to delaying essential repairs.
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answer, especially as the last scheme removed 400,000
roadworthy vehicles from the road and fewer than 10% of
the new vehicles that replaced them originated from British
factories.
For closer analysis about the light vehicle aftermarket's post
COVID-19 future, McKinsey and Company's fascinating analysis
is worth a read, click here. https://www.mckinsey.com/
industries/automotive-and-assembly/our-insights/beyondvirus-the-road-ahead-for-the-automotive-aftermarket

Looking beyond the fog
Despite the hard times ahead, now may the best time to
boost your technicians' training in modern Ultra Low Emission
Vehicles, especially those involving high voltage systems,
and equip your workshops appropriately. You should also
accelerate your communications with existing customers and
reinforce that they can entrust newer cars in your care. For
starters, making them aware of block-exemption
https://yourcaryourchoice.co.uk and that you can be trusted
to keep their manufacturers' warranties intact should cement
your repute and bolster customer retention, if you do it
properly. Apart from keeping abreast of the latest aftermarket
news (and AT's Facebook page is an ideal place to start), never
ignore your local market and client base.

Extensions for the MOT but not
maintenance

POST-LOCKDOWN SUPPLEMENT

The six-months extension applies to any car that has an MOT
Test expiry between March 20th 2020 and March 29th 2021.
https://www.gov.uk/guidance/coronavirus-covid-19-mots-forcars-vans-and-motorcycles-due-from-30-march-2020.
The March-to-March timeframe gives flexibility for future lockdown plans. Yet, the Department of Transport confirms that
the situation is 'under constant review’ and could be cancelled
at any time. Keep aware of updates and make preparations,
because your workshop could be overwhelmed with an influx
of tests and associated repair work.
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Batteries can be damaged irreparably, by sitting for long periods at
below a 12.5 volts charge level. Consider offering a battery charge
and test service. Pictured is a battery's State of Charge being
assessed but a voltmeter only offers part of the story. ECOBAT's
One Box, for example, offers a kit of tools to allow you to test,
charge and replace even modern AGM batteries.

Regardless of the extension, many drivers have still had their
cars retested but even this creates a problem. As we all know,
a fresh 'ticket' does not guarantee the car's integrity for a
further twelve months. Getting the message through to regular
customers that, even if a car is unused, it does not become
frozen in time and parts deteriorate even when the car is
tucked away in a cosy garage. In cases where customer cars
were tested over 12-months ago, inform the owners about
the differences between an MOT inspection and maintenance
and invite them to bring their car in for an annual service, at
the very least. If explained correctly, the move should reassure
them that you are not looking to profiteer out of the pandemic
but, instead, you wish to save them money in the longer term,
prioritise their safety and guard against prosecution for driving
an unroadworthy vehicle. To help provide you with technical
evidence, we have liaised with specialists to highlight how
recent lock-down conditions have affected typical customer
cars.

Counting the cost of standing still
Batteries
With the restrictions in place, many households with two (or
more) cars stopped using at least one of them and applied a
SORN declaration. Even if the engine had not been started for
several months, battery damage is possible due to power drain
from the car's electrical system, including the clock, various
ECUs, alarm and volumetric protection. Batteries also discharge
naturally at a rate of, approximately, 0.1 volts per month at 10
degrees Celsius. Lock-down's relatively hot weather and sunny
conditions would have seen this rate increase.

The pandemic has also created opportunities for you to help
customers with cars that have been laid-up over the spring. This
rusty handbrake cable was causing the rear brakes to bind, after
being applied for several months, without the car being moved.

Breakdown provider, GEM Motoring Assist, told AT that it
experienced record levels of technical enquiries from the
public, related to 12-volt batteries during the spring months.
Inevitably, conflicting information has been circulating online.
A common nugget advises owners to start their engines and
let them run for around 15 minutes to recharge the battery.
Such advice does not consider that the power used to start the
car has to be replenished and the battery could become even
more depleted, once the engine is stopped. This is because
Continued…

COVID-19 CORONAVIRUS
The IGA is supporting independent garages through the
COVID-19 pandemic. Find everything you need to fight
the virus at: IndependentGarageAssociation.co.uk

Call us for more information on:

IndependentGarageAssociation.co.uk

experts, such as Varta, advise that it takes around 30 minutes
driving to replenish the energy taken from the battery to start
the engine alone.
The lock-down would have exacerbated sulphation. Effectively,
this deposit builds on the lead-based paste within the battery,
forming a barrier between the material and the acid electrolyte.
This situation robs the battery of capacity (amps). The rate of
sulphation depends on how long the battery's state of charge
falls below 12.5 volts. Intelligent smart charger algorithms
can remove sulphation but the success rate depends on how
well-established the crystals have become. ECOBAT advises
that flat batteries might have become so discharged that acid
stratification can occur, where the acid and water components
within the electrolyte separate, reducing the battery's capacity
even further. While AGM (Advanced Glass Mat) batteries are not
as prone to sulphation as flooded designs, they are still affected
and their relatively high replacement costs mean that they still
require care.
As the gradual loss of battery capacity (CCA) might not be
evident to the owner until winter arrives, you might wish to
create a 'battery hotel' service. Communicate to the customer
that even modern smart alternators cannot guarantee that
the battery is fully-charged, which is why using an externallypowered smart charger periodically reduces sulphation and
maximises battery life. AT investigates batteries and chargers
in more detail in our September issue but, for now, it is worth
considering testing both battery state of charge (volts) but also
state of health (amps) on cars that enter your workshop from
now until wintertime. A problem with this, is that the battery
needs to be charged fully to yield accurate state of health
results. We shall look more into these battery checks in the
September issue.

POST-LOCKDOWN SUPPLEMENT

As ECOBAT discovered that fewer than one in ten technicians
could provide the correct meanings for the acronyms SLI
(Starter Light Ignition), EFB (Enhanced Flooded Battery) and
AGM (Advanced Glass Mat), now may be a good time to
reacquaint yourself with not only the theory but also the
replacement procedures. While September’s AT investigation
will help you with this, the main point is not to downgrade
battery technology types. Replacing an AGM battery with
an EFB, for example, is not a wise move. You will also have
to reset the smart alternator algorithm, if required. If your
equipment requires upgrading, consider ECOBAT's One Box
kit, which features on YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=EyAwPUAljWA&t=1s
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Lubricants deteriorate quicker with
regular short trips. Engine oil also
accumulates higher deposit levels,
making engine flush additives at
service time all the more valuable to
extend the new oil's lifespan.

For Plug-In Hybrids and EVs, query if the customer has left
the high-voltage battery pack connected to a mains charger
throughout lock-down. If so, check the battery's state-of-health
diagnostically and advise accordingly. High voltage battery
packs use different chemical compositions than SLI, EFB and
AGM lead-acid technologies and, unlike 12-volt batteries, they
prefer not to be kept fully-charged for long periods. While the
handbook should be consulted for specific advice, most types
tend to prefer being maintained at a 50% to 80% charge level,
when unused. This advice is worth passing-on, should we be
forced to endure future lock-downs.

Tyres, brakes and fluids
Rusted brake pads and discs should be less of a concern,
considering the fine weather that graced us over the spring.
The exception to this may be already rusted handbrake cables
and calliper levers/springs, which may have seized partially,
especially if the park-brake was applied for weeks on end. Make
a note to check that these parts move freely at service time
and lubricate, or replace, them as necessary. Brake fluid that has
not been changed every other year will tend to have a higher
moisture content, which exacerbates corrosion within the
brake system, although the most recent lock-down is unlikely
to make this any worse than usual.
In addition, emphasise basic checks on cars that are returning
to the road for the first time in several months. Tyres can
suffer from perishing and flat-spots, when left standing for
long periods and lose air pressure naturally. When adjusting
pressures, do not forget to reset Tyre Pressure Monitoring
Systems, on designs that do not utilise sensors within the
tyre valves. Wiper blades can still perish in sunlight and, if no
screen-wash has been added to the reservoir, the water can
stagnate, causing Legionella bacteria to flourish, which can
enter the cabin and cause Legionnaires' disease. The condition
weakens the lungs, which can have serious implications, if the
owner catches the coronavirus subsequently.

HVAC systems

Petrol oxidises after only a few weeks and this can produce
additional deposits on fuel injector tips. Elderly diesel also courts
bacterial growth and so it may be worth replacing the fuel filter
(pictured), even if it is only a year old.

The hygiene implications do not stop solely with the screenwash system. Richard Doran from Primalec explains that
unused vehicles can develop a musty aroma that originates
from water leaks and condensation. Additionally, bacterial
growth that can develop on the air conditioning evaporator
(behind the dashboard) might have multiplied during lockdown. While setting off an air-con anti-bacterial 'bomb' aerosol
is a quick and easy approach, Richard warns that the contents
of these total release sprays are not guaranteed to
Continued…

With the government advising commuters to avoid public transport,
people will now need their cars more than ever.
There may be 6 months grace on MOTs, but this doesn’t mean that
vehicles due a test are safe and roadworthy.
There is now a backlog of testing, servicing and essential repairs to
catch up on, so it’s time for the UK aftermarket to get back to work
looking after their customer’s personal key worker: their car or van.
To help garages do this safely and professionally, Schaeffler is
distributing 2,000 BACK>ON TRACK essentials packs plus 3,000
poster sets to independent workshops around the country.
Click to register for your free poster pack.

Helping UK garages get

www.repxpert.co.uk | www.schaeffler.co.uk/aftermarket
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system from the inside, out. As expected, the coolest part of
the system is the most vulnerable, so pay special attention to
the back-box for corrosion.

Primalec's purifier machine promises to offer a more thorough
anti-bacterial interior cleanse than a conventional air
conditioning aerosol 'bomb'.

reach the evaporator chamber and air channels. Primalec's
purifier machine offers a potential solution, which uses ozone
to sanitise the interior. While the process takes 20-40 minutes,
it is fully automated and penetrates not only the air ventilation
ducts (including the evaporator) but it also kills bacteria in
upholstery and the carpets. The purifier treatment can be used
as an extra reassurance to the customer after the technician
has sanitised the hard surfaces of the interior, before handing
back the vehicle.
Air conditioning systems do not tolerate prolonged rest
periods, which tends to promote refrigerant leakage. With this
in mind, you can perform several checks as a low cost (or even
free) upsell to your annual service rate. The operations range
from simply measuring air passing from a dashboard air vent,
to verification that the system is chilling the air effectively and
checking the refrigerant pressures. Yet, the chances are that
some customers may not have used their air conditioning
equipment since last summer. Primalec advises that, because
most air conditioning fluids are hygroscopic, close any lids
tightly after opening, do not buy in excessively large quantities
that will last you over two weeks and do not use fluids with
expired use-by dates.

Counting the cost of short runs:

POST-LOCKDOWN SUPPLEMENT

Lubrication
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Even the latest engines prefer oil and water to be hot and short
runs raise wear levels. As many owners do not appreciate that
burning a litre of petrol creates a litre of water, some of this
moisture ends-up contaminating the oil. This also accelerates
cylinder bore wear. Due to the oil taking far longer to reach its
optimum temperature from cold, compared to coolant, short
journeys might not evaporate the moisture. Cold engines also
tend to create more combustion deposits and acids, which
the engine oil must address. This is why most (if not all) car
handbooks recommend more frequent servicing, should the
vehicle undertake frequent low mileage trips. Highlighting that
maintenance (including timing belt replacement intervals) is
not only mileage but also time-dependent is something that
many car owners fail to grasp.

Exhausts and DPFs
For petrol engines, including hybrids, water released from the
petrol also condenses within the exhaust system. On longer
trips, the system becomes sufficiently hot to evaporate the
water, so it escapes from the tailpipe as steam. However, on
short runs, the moisture cannot get hot enough and rusts the

Most technicians understand the effect of short journeys on
DPFs. As they rely on high temperatures to vapourise soot that
is trapped by the filter, you might wish to recommend that a
DPF regenerator additive is dosed into the diesel. However,
DPF Doctor, Darren Darling https://www.linkedin.com/posts/
jlm-lubricants_covid19-workfromhome-staysafe-activity6665527551424819200-7fRd is emphatic that these additives
should never be overdosed, as well as explaining which
additives offered by JLM Lubricants can be used not only to
cure faults but also as preventative measures. When endorsing
a longer journey to encourage an Active Regeneration,
recommend that the owner drives the car in a manner
described in the handbook. Usually, this involves a constant
speed at a constant load and not giving the car a sound
thrashing, as if it is undergoing the final lap of a banger race.

Standing still can affect paintwork. Tree sap, bird muck and
iron fallout are all injurious to the finish. Ideally, a proper
detailing exercise must remove these contaminations before any
rectification is carried-out. Polishing and waxing are the final
steps.

Post lock-down workshop
procedures
Many organisations have published advice on how to protect
yourselves, colleagues and customers. By the time you read
this, you have likely established procedures for the workshop.
Yet, are you doing things right? Many organisations have
put-together advice but the sheer volume of material can
be confusing. Therefore, we accumulated the most pertinent
weblinks:
During mid-May, the GEA, IAAF, IMI, SMTA and the SMMT
developed guidance and best practice specifically for the
automotive aftermarket. https://www.smmt.co.uk/wp-content/
uploads/sites/2/SMMT_GEA_IAAF_IMI_SMTA_IndustryGuidance-COVID-19-Automotive-Aftermarket-Restart.pdf
This is in addition to the general government advice provided,
such as advice on carrying-out MOT Tests safely, which can be
viewed here: https://www.gov.uk/guidance/coronavirus-motcentre-and-tester-guidance/.

Furthermore, Allianz Insurance provides useful
advice on restarting your garage at: http://
independentgarageassociation.co.uk/uploads/documents/
Covid-19_Re-starting_Business_-_Guidance_for_Motor_
Traders_-_Allianz_.pdf.
Lawgistics' advice http://www.lawgistics.co.uk/media/
documents/Simple%20Guidance%20for%20Employees.
pdf, also includes an employee risk assessment http://www.
lawgistics.co.uk/media/documents/Risk%20Assessment%20
Employee%20Exposure%20to%20COVID-19.pdf
We also like the IGA's site that includes the latest advice links
http://www.independentgarageassociation.co.uk/page/covid19-coronavirus-guidance-for-independent-garages .
The RMIF and the IGA has also reported that it is establishing
a COVID-19 compliance scheme, which will be ready during
June. The organisation has also prepared a useful overview
document.
If you own your workshop, the SMMT's latest advice for
business support can be viewed here: http://www.smmt.co.uk/
industry-topics/covid-19-automotive-business-support/.
Naturally, be aware of other businesses' practices, as
representatives may venture onto your premises. The
GEA, for example, has issued assistance to engineers that
carry-out calibrations, safety inspections and repairs to
garage equipment. However, you need to ensure that your
contractor's policies do not contravene your own. This should
form part of your risk assessments. The GEA reminded AT
that, currently, the DVSA is permitting Vehicle Test Stations
to use inspection equipment, even if the calibration due

Major suppliers have
also been supporting
the aftermarket
garage network.
Schaeffler's REPXPERT
UK, for example, has
been distributing
2,000 free workshop
Back>On Track
essential packs, the
allocation of which ran-out on
June 1st. At the time of writing, poster packs are
still available via their website here.

date has expired, provided that it continues to operate as
per its intended design. To date, the DVSA has not given any
guidelines on when it will revoke this concession but it is
thought that this will occur soon, so be prepared. Potentially,
thousands of overdue calibrations may need to be performed
in a very short timeframe.
Finally, we return to a point made close to the beginning of
this supplement. While government, technicians, garages
and customers concur that each vehicle must be sanitised
thoroughly after work has been completed, who should foot
the bill? According to the trade fleet car press, garages see
sanitising as an extra cost but not one that they should bear.
Customers feel the same. AT welcomes your feedback about
how you are managing the cost of sanitisation and, if you are
passing-on the cost, how your trade and private patrons are
reacting. As always, check-out AT's Facebook page:
www.facebook.com/Autotechmagazine for the latest
updates as they are announced.
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Kills germs,
● Tobacco smoke and allergens

It purifies the air, destroying contaminants on hard surfaces
and upholstery and in the hidden air channels where
unpleasant odours often accumulate.
Ozone - the second most powerful steriliser in the world
- is the right choice for vehicle sanitising.
Purifier’s internal UV-C light source generates ozone at
just the right concentrations to sanitise and deodorise
vehicle cabins safely. No chemicals.

KEEP CLEAN, KEEP SAFE

Spring out of Lockdown!
Time to check and service your customers’ air conditioners
ready for the road back to normality.
● Check system pressures and vent temperatures
● Check for leaks
● Check refrigerant and oil quality
● Recover refrigerant, evacuate air & moisture
● Recharge refrigerant and lost oil
● Re-check system pressures and vent temperatures
● Sanitise the interior with chemical-free Airco Shield Purifier

Primalec has the correct consumables, the right tools and
the best solutions to ensure you get it right first time.

A healthier car for happier customers

Call us today +44 (0)1622 816955
customers@primalec.co.uk | www.primalec.com
Primalec, Nettlestead Green, Nr. Maidstone, Kent ME18 5HD, England.
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● Viruses, Bacteria, and other Germs
● Odours of all kinds

G
ER

Purifier harnesses the natural germicidal and disinfecting
power of ozone (O3) to cleanse vehicles of

S

removes bad odours

Parts, Tools & Tips
New products, fitting tips & technical advice to ease fault-finding and installation

TOP STRUT MOUNT FAILURE
Top strut mounts and bearings have evolved from ‘Generation
0’, featuring a simple steel bearing in a steel beading, to
‘Generation 2.5’, which uses a steel bearing with integral upper
spring and shock absorber support, made from sophisticated,
premium quality plastic composites. Despite this evolution, top
strut mounts and bearings are still susceptible to failure.

AWARD-WINNING A/C SERVICE UNIT

MAHLE has won a product design award for its ACX 480
air conditioning service unit.
The Red Dot is a sought-after quality mark and the
MAHLE A/C service unit has been recognised for its
outstanding design quality in the new Smart Products
category.
“MAHLE has more than 30 years of experience in
constructing A/C service units. When designing the ACX
480, we paid close attention to the needs of workshops:
simple operation and a functional design as well as a
robust construction capable of withstanding workshop
conditions,” explained Olaf Henning, Corporate Executive
Vice President and General Manager MAHLE Aftermarket.
Workshop technicians can view workflows and the
unit status or automatically order a service using a
smartphone app. The large touch screen provides the
user with a continuous display of all information and
programmed procedures, as well as the current status.
The technician can continue to work on the vehicle
while automatic software updates are performed in the
background via Wi-Fi and the devices can be maintained
remotely.

The diagnostic system can detect and eliminate faults
in the electronics or air conditioning system and check
the status of the system and individual components.
To better diagnose complex faults, the system can also
activate compressors, valves, and fans.
www.mahle-aftermarket.com/eu/en/products/
workshop-equipment/arcticpro-ac-service-units

Failure can result in increased noise, particularly at low speeds,
when moving the steering from lock to lock on poor road
surfaces, as well as increased torque on the steering wheel.
Note that a faulty top strut mount or bearing can affect the
other suspension components and will increase the chance of
their subsequent failure.
Worn suspension components can increase braking distance
by 15% and vibration by as much as 25%, making the vehicle
much less responsive. It’s advisable to replace them every
50,000 miles, or whenever the shock absorber or coil spring is
changed. As with any suspension work, components should be
replaced in pairs – it is more economical for the owner and also
avoids inequality in the vehicle’s steering geometry.
First Line has a comprehensive range of more than 500 part
numbers, covering 94% of the UK’s top 100 most popular
vehicles.
www.firstlineltd.com

PARTS, TOOLS & TIPS

Workshops have the option of upgrading the A/C service
units with the MAHLE vehicle diagnostics tool—the new
MAHLE TechPRO® or BRAIN BEE Connex from MAHLE
Aftermarket.

First Line states that common causes of failure include
corrosion from water, sand and salt on the roads, fractures
from poor road surfaces or accident damage, and brinelling
from micro vibrations and incorrect hardening. Some failures
are linked to poor design, forcing OE manufacturers to redesign and upgrade them. On some vehicles, it can be the case
that the top strut mount fails prematurely, particularly with
a number of Fiat applications, including the Qubo (and their
Citroën Nemo, Peugeot Bipper/Tepee cousins), Doblo, Grande
Punto and Ducato.
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FREE WEBINARS AND NEW REFERENCES
ANNOUNCED
DENSO Aftermarket has added 70 new references across its
product groups, covering thermal system, spark plug, wiper
blade and fuel pump components.
It has updated its thermal range with 46 part numbers – 12
compressors, two actuators, 10 resistors, 11 pressure switches
and 11 expansion valves – linked to 89 OE numbers.
Another five references join its Iridium Power spark plugs and
it has also added 19 new references to its OE adapter flat blade
wiper range, providing coverage to more than 800 applications
and linked to 40 OE part numbers.
Two new fuel pump references make-up the final part of
the update. Seven OE part numbers are tied in to another 17
applications. Its turbine pump technology, with a V-shaped
internal impellor, delivers fuel with minimal pressure pulsation,
meaning very low noise.

HALVE THE COST OF HEATING
EQUIPMENT
Pro-Align has expanded its range of workshop equipment
with the addition of two induction heaters. The Teknel
Butterfly and Teknel Dragon 300 enable technicians to
heat ferrous materials and aluminium in seconds, to unlock
joints and bolts, remove sealants and paints, straighten rigid
axles and many other workshop tasks. Workshops using the
induction heaters can typically save more than 50% of the
cost of using gaseous based heating equipment.
With the absence of flames, the Teknel induction heaters
can be used near pipes and cables without the risk of
damage, normally associated with gas-based systems.

These new part numbers are available now, from either DENSO’s
E-catalogue or TecDoc.

Both induction heaters are capable of heating required
areas up to a maximum of 800 degrees Celsius. The
Butterfly has a maximum power of 3.5Kw and the Dragon
3.9Kw, which are both selectable on 10 different output
levels.

DENSO has launched a series of free webinars providing
hands-on air conditioning and thermal management
tips. DENSO’s Richard Groot will cover all aspects of air
conditioning and thermal management systems, including
common failures and best practice techniques. The webinars
are free and available to book online on:

The Butterfly, pictured, is a small, high-power induction
heater with a liquid cooling system, providing more than 30
minutes of continuous working time and with a weight of
just 7Kg. The Dragon 300 can bring a red-hot temperature
of 800 degrees Celsius to a material depth of 5mm in just
eight seconds.

www.denso-am.co.uk.

www.pro-align.co.uk

PARTS, TOOLS & TIPS

CAMPAIGN TAKES ON LARGEST MOT FAILURE
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According to DVSA figures, faulty lamps, reflectors and
electrics are responsible for nearly 15% of MOT failures. With
the MOT test currently extended due to the Coronavirus
pandemic, OSRAM has published consumer advice that
contributes to keeping a vehicle roadworthy and drives
business into independent garages.
Motorists can be fined up to £2,500, be banned from driving
and get three penalty points for driving a vehicle in a
dangerous condition. In line with government advice, lights,
indicators and reflectors must all be functioning correctly
and be properly adjusted to prevent dazzling other road
users.
OSRAM is strongly recommending changing bulbs in pairs
and encouraging garages to take advantage of these profit
opportunities. Replacing just one failed bulb can result in
an unbalanced or unpredictable headlight beam that can

cause serious hazards for you and
other drivers. As part of its new
campaign, “If it’s not bright, it’s not
right”, it is advising motorists that
headlights will degrade over time
and, as a result, night time vision
will be reduced. Its tests show that a standard halogen bulb
loses 30% of brightness after 500 hours of use – therefore it
makes sense to be proactive when it comes to checking that
all the lighting applications are functioning and operating
as they should be on a vehicle.
The campaign is also promoting the benefits of upgrading
to a brighter, whiter bulb. This has proven to reduce fatigue
and assist vision on the road.
OSRAM has expanded its bulb replacement guide at
www.osram.co.uk/bulbfinder.

TRY AUTODATA NOW AT:
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IT’S CLEAR TO SEE WHY MORE
WORKSHOPS TRUST AUTODATA
Comprehensive OE technical information for service,
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Covers 99% of vehicles on the road

BEST PRACTICE: WATER PUMPS &
TIMING BELTS

Dayco’s engineers have worked with Vehicle Manufacturers to
develop ways to ensure engines reach operating temperatures
as quickly as possible and maintain optimal working
levels. Creating electric water pumps that can be activated
instantaneously, alongside imaginative designs for mechanical
pumps, such as those with vane shields or Dayco’s friction wheel,
which can provide an instant response to coolant temperature
changes.
Over the last few years, VM’s have also moved to integrate the
water pump into the timing system, rather than it being driven
by the auxiliary belt. In contrast to the auxiliary belt, which
rarely has a scheduled replacement interval, the timing belt
does, and technicians come into contact with the water pump
more frequently than before and it’s easier for them to assess its
condition. More are found to be either in need of replacement or
are being changed as a ‘best practice’ precaution.
Dayco has added a water pump to its timing belt kits to provide
workshops with a complete aftermarket replacement. Each of
its 300 plus water pump kits includes the replacement pump
alongside the belt, tensioner and idler combination, with 75 of
these references containing the patented Dayco High Tenacity
(HT) or ‘white’ belt. A comprehensive thermostat range is also
available.
“Sometimes, for the best of intentions, workshops will try to save
their customers money and replace only the belt and its ancillary
components,” says Dayco UK’s National Sales Manager, Steve

Carolan. “However, this policy runs the risk of their customers
having to face a much larger bill to virtually replicate the job, if
the water pump goes on to fail at a later date.
“As a timing belt replacement is a relatively expensive, although
extremely important scheduled service requirement, there is
complete logic behind changing both the water pump and
timing belt at the same time, as it is a far more cost effective
solution for motorists in the long run and also gives the them
confidence that their vehicle has benefitted from a full and
thorough system overhaul.”
“The Long Life +1 year warranty is a perfect example of how
Dayco’s technology can provide workshops with a ‘real-world’
competitive advantage over those fitting other brands. It also
gives the motorist a level of protection that cannot often be
matched, even by the franchised dealer.

 info.uk@dayco.com

Industry Leading Diagnostic
Solutions
Opus IVS helps independent automotive
workshops repair the most complex vehicles
fast with diagnostics, programming, and live
repair guidance from OE brand-specific
master technicians.

Now Introducing the NEW
Elite Diagnostic Kit

Click here to find out more
+44 (0) 1865 870060
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sales-uk@OpusIVS.com

OpusIVS.com

ELECTRIC WATER PUMP FEATURE PREVENTS
OVERHEATING
The Danish thermal, turbo and efficiency manufacturer, Nissens
Automotive, has just included electrical water pumps to its
range, which will be available from July. The new product group
includes both auxiliary and main water pumps, which will cover
35 of the most popular European references.
“Electric water pumps are a natural step for Nissens. We already
have one of the most extensive engine cooling solutions in the
aftermarket, and we have proven that we have the experience
and know-how to develop high quality technical products,”
“We have implemented a security feature in all of our water
pumps that ensures that the product does not overheat if the
impeller should become stuck,” explains Executive Vice President
for Nissens Automotive, Klavs T. Pedersen. “If this happens, our
products will enter a low-pressure state and limit the amps. It is
a unique feature that we are proud to present, as it gives a clear
benefit to car owners. And as always with our products, all of our
parts are made with highest quality plastic elements, connectors
are matching OE, performance is matching OE, and all vibration
isolators and mounting brackets match OE to ensure quick and
easy installation.”
The company has implemented its ‘First Fit’ concept to the
range, which aims to decrease installation time for mechanics.
“When replacing a water pump, the pump itself is rarely the
main cost driver – it is the time spent replacing it,” says Pedersen.
“Therefore, focus has been on ease of installation. To ensure this,

screws are included in the box whenever needed. Moreover,
we have made sure that a bracket is included with parts where
needed. The bracket is essential when installing these specific
items, and if not included, mechanics will have to spend time
sourcing it from elsewhere.”

Toss Your Torch

Switch to Induction Heat
Mini-Ductor® Venom®
The Mini-Ductor Venom uses Invisible Heat® to release metal from corrosion and thread
SAFETY
CERTIFIED

lock compounds without the dangers of open ﬂame and up to 90% faster - 3/4” nuts are
turned red hot in seconds.
Applications:
> Seatbelt Bolts

> O2 Sensors

> Suspension
> Fuel Tank Straps

> Brakes
> Inline Connectors

theinductor.co.uk
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ALL-IN-ONE EV COMPLIANCE

IMI-approved RWC Training, based in Milton Keynes, is offering
Workshop Safety Packs at reduced rates when purchased
alongside its IMI approved EV training course to provide repairers
with an ‘all-in-one’ compliant, EV solution.
In the UK, the National Grid has predicted there could be as
many at 10.6 million EVs on the road by 2030, rising to 36 million
by 2040.
Having the correct equipment is as critical as the correct skills
when it comes to achieving EV compliance. Currently, the IMI
believes just five per cent of the sector is appropriately qualified
to work on electric vehicles.
RWC delivers IMI-accredited courses, including the high voltage
standard and associated courses. Rob Ward, RWC Managing
Director, said, “EVs are only going to become more popular as the
technology improves around batteries, range and infrastructure.
Securing the skills and equipment to handle these vehicles will
be crucial to a business’s long-term future, while also opening a
new revenue stream immediately.”
RWC’s fully compliant safety kit is delivered in partnership
with Tool Connection. The self-contained, mobile workstation
includes all the necessary high voltage personal protective
equipment (PPE), insulated hand tools, high voltage testing
equipment as well as safety signage.
www.rwctrainingcentre.co.uk

European Ignition & Engine Management

Engine Management Sensors • Exhaust Gas Temperature Sensors
Lambda Sensors • Ignition Coils
• Over 2500+ SKUs • Intelligent Consolidation - Fewest Stock Keeping Units
• Best Coverages - All Makes - All Models • 100% Performance Tested• OE Fit, Form and Function

WALKER PRODUCTS • EUROPE OPERATIONS
7 CASTLE ROAD • KINGS NORTON BUSINESS CENTRE • BIRMINGHAM, B30 3HZ • WEST MIDLANDS, UK
Office: 0121 459 8006 • saleseurope@walkerproducts.com
U.S. Corporate Office: +001-636-257-2400 • Customer Service: +001-636-257-1700 • Technical Support: +001-844-252-0114
www.walkerproducts.com
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Continued from page 21…

Is there a test that can be carried out now, that I might carry
out if the advice of replacing the control unit does not fix the
fault? A technique taught on a training course I attended that
has stuck with me, and one that could have been a savior in
some previous jobs as a diagnostician. I also knew that I had
the added pressure of providing as complete a fault picture as
possible, despite this being my first look and involvement with
the job.
After rechecking wiring diagrams, I picked some test subjects.
The first was a check of the hall sensor on the master boot
Ram/motor assembly. A quick check revealed power, ground
and signal all present and correct on a voltmeter, at the control
unit plug of the wiring harness when the boot was gently
moved through the open-closed spectrum of movement.
The second test was manipulation. If I can drive the actuators
that are not currently being driven by the control unit, will
that give me the confidence I need to be sure the control
unit will be the ‘fix’? Can this identify the suspected weak link?
Identifying the rams were a 12v medium/high current circuit
(diagrams and gauge thickness wiring), I took control of the
motor and drove it in one direction, followed by reverse. This
test confirmed the boot would close, albeit slower than it
should, and open. Even more satisfying was when the boot
approached closing point (yes with all 6ft and 16stone of me
inside the boot, maybe should have thought more about that
at the time) the lock began to work and carry out the necessary
soft close, pull-down motion on to the striker.
The superseded control unit was authorised, ordered and
promptly fitted and adapted. We finally had a repaired tailgate.
Confirmation before partial reassembly was that the tailgate
worked from all control mediums, and that DTC’s cleared with
no return.

Summary:

Not one part or fix was directly needed to be complete.
Credit to the independent that was first tasked with the
job, as the wiring loom, in my opinion, was likely the
originator. They reported, during later progress updates,
that it had been faulting intermittently for a while, but the
customer didn’t get it looked at. Understandably, someway
down a diagnostic job road it’s easy to become nervous at
the prospect of more customer expenditure. Without the
necessary manufacturer information and probable causes,
such as domino effect failures or blanket component change
‘fixes’, it would have been a hard ‘gut feeling’ sell in terms of
repairs to the customer, particularly when the rare Phaeton
in repair terms is no less affordable now, than when first on
sale at a premium price tag.

EFFECTIVE AGAINST VIRUSES, SPORES, FUNGI & 99.9% OF ALL KNOWN BACTERIA
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interior smelling clean
& fresh - in 3 minutes!

• Supports a garage’s duty
of care - Find out why,
for the health of staff &
customers, garages are
insisting on sanitizing the
cabin & aircon before
working on a vehicle
Leaders in Preventative Maintenance & Performance Restoration

bgprod.co.uk/aircon | T: 01284 777934 | info@powerflowprotect.co.uk
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More pouting but
dynamic face

NEW CAR FOCUS: SEAT LEON
SPANISH VW USES PARENT’S HARDWARE (AND SOFTWARE) TO GOOD EFFECT
BY IAIN ROBERTSON

NEW CAR FOCUS

RESCUED FROM THE IGNOMINY OF STATE
OWNERSHIP IN 1986, BY AN EXPANDING VW GROUP,
HAVING ONLY COMMENCED TRADING IN 1950,
IT IS STILL A RELATIVELY YOUNG CARMAKER. AS
SUCH, SEAT HAS A MORE INHERENT YOUTHFUL
APPEAL, WHICH IS REFLECTED IN SOME ASPECTS
OF ITS DESIGN, EVEN THOUGH THE VW CORPORATE
DIRECTION IS ALL-PERVADING. ITS CURRICULUM
VITAE HAS BEEN VERY TROUBLED OVER THE
YEARS, ALTHOUGH THE PAST DECADE HAS BEEN
ONE OF MORE CONSISTENT GROWTH AND THE
DEVELOPMENT OF A STRONGER PLACE IN THE
NEW CAR SCENE. BE AWARE, THIS IS NOT A MAJOR
TECHNICAL FEATURE BUT FOCUSED MORE ON STYLE
AND ‘ELECTRICKERY’.
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marginally greater dimensions. It is lower than before (1,456
vs 1,459mm) but longer (4,368 vs 4,282mm) and fractionally
narrower (1,800 vs 1,816mm). However, the wheelbase has
grown (2,686 vs 2,636mm), for a more accommodating
cabin, occupants sitting lower and feeling more connected
to the road. Boot space (380-litres) remains the same for the
hatchback, while the estate increases significantly (617 vs
587-litres), its overall length increasing by 93mm.
Yet, connectivity is the key and Seat boasts that its new Leon
is its most connected model ever. From its digital instrument
panel (10.25-inch, hi-resolution, reconfigurable), it features 3D
connected navigation (10.0-inch infotainment touchscreen)
that can connect with similarly equipped vehicles and updates
continually, and both voice and gesture controllability, which
detects a user’s movements and readies the screen’s touch
controls, reverting to full-screen vision thereafter. Customers
opting for the VW-developed Full-Link system (to apps and

In summary
The latest, fourth generation of Leon is undoubtedly the most
confident display by the brand. Based on a VW MQB Group
platform, a factor that helps to standardise both parts and
serviceability, it could be described as a sound example of
pre-emptive planning by both parent and subsidiary. In design
terms alone, while a clear evolution is obvious, a new pouting
front grille and light bar across the Leon’s rump accentuate its

Estate gains from longer deck

infotainment, available on top versions) have comprehensive
access to their digital lives, with the embedded eSim, which
enables remote connectivity. Car2X cloud-based technology
provides advance warnings of traffic conditions and incidents
on a ‘live’ basis, by means of vehicles ‘talking to each other’. A
Seat app allows remote access to driving data, while hybrid
users can manage the charging process using the eManager
element, even adjusting the electronic climate control for
subsequent journeys. The information is held on a secure
server, inaccessible to third parties, as a profile; no personal
data is linked to driving data for total security.
Multi power

Longer and leaner

as it is better suited to maximising fuel consumption and
working in harmony with the Bosch developed, belt-driven
Integrated Starter-Generator and the 48-volt battery system.
 lug-in Hybrid (eHybrid) – 201bhp, 4-cylinder, 1.4-litre petrol•P
turbo and electric motor, 13kWh lithium-ion battery pack and
6-speed DSG, twin-wet-clutches gearbox directly from the
VW parts bins. Its battery can be recharged from flat to full in
3.5-hours using a 3.6kW AC outlet. It offers a 38-miles pure EV,
‘zero’-emissions range.
•D
 ual-fuel (TGi) – Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) tanks are
placed within the rear of the platform and enable a total
range in conjunction with the petrol engine of around 820
miles, with CO2 emissions of 130g/km (not available in the
UK, due to lack of refuelling infrastructure).
Although fully-electric versions have only been hinted at by
Seat, it is understood that the Cupra arm of the company will
hold that responsibility and, once again, available VW hardware
and the appropriately engineered platform (as featured on the
I.D.3 model featured in the May issue of Autotechnician) will
provide an easy transition.

Power unit options
It is a rare occurrence for a carmaker to declare its fuelling
variations as clearly as Seat does with Leon for its 5-door
hatchback and estate models. There are no less than five
available (only the first four in the UK):
• Petrol (TSi) – 107bhp, 3-cylinder, 1.0-litre (6-speed manual);
127 and 147bhp, 4-cylinder, 1.5-litre (6-speed manual);
187bhp, 4-cylinder, 2.0-litre (7-speed DSG, twin-dry-clutch
sequential-manual, automated transmission). Gasoline
Particulate filters (GPF)s are fitted.

• Mild Hybrid (eTSi) – 48v starter-generator, with a compact
lithium-ion battery pack mated to 107bhp 1.0-litre and
147bhp 1.5-litre petrol-turbo engines, features brake energy
recovery, engine-off coasting and acceleration torque
assistance. The eHybrid (mild hybrid) is available with a sevenspeed DSG (twin wet clutches) automated transmission only,

Safety stance
Another benefit of cross-brand, inter-group development
is that technology can be developed and exercised more
speedily than it might be with a less diverse organisation. A
prime example lies in the application of ADAS.
Seat’s intention is to provide the most sensory protective
armaments available. Take its adaptive cruise control (ACC) as
an example, which provides an invisible safety blanket around
Leon occupants, whether driving or at standstill, which Seat
refers to as ‘Emergency Assist 3.0’. On the move, the navigation
system is fed with GPS data, combined with front camera
input, which includes traffic sign recognition. Without driver
intervention, other than steering input, proactive speed control
deals with changing road layouts and restrictions in place; a
‘first’ for Seat.
Continued…

NEW CAR FOCUS

• Diesel (TDi) – 112/147bhp, 4-cylinder, 2.0-litre (6-speed
manual). As part of the cleaning process, dual AdBlue injectors
are fitted, along with a selective catalytic reduction system to
reduce NOx levels and meet stringent emissions standards.
The DSG option is unavailable in the UK due to lack of sales.

Naturally, it could be perceived that by flinging an array
of already established, VW engines, transmissions and
components at a sub-brand is simply clever gameplay. Yet,
there are significant advantages to the strategy, in that the core
engineering is sound, familiar (across the VW Group’s brands)
and understood broadly. Seat’s performance expectations are
virtually identical to those of the VW Golf.
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Tail displays light bar treatment

as realignment of auto-on headlamp settings and recalibration
of other sensors, such as cruise distance control, when
suspension alignment, or windscreen replacement becomes
necessary.
Blind Spot Recognition has also been upgraded significantly
to accommodate for overtaking and lane exit situations, which
also includes joining main routes from slip-roads. The new
dashboard layout is designed to be of a low distraction nature,
to provide greater emphasis on driving the Leon. As a result,
buttons and switches are fewer in number, although touch
and even slide controls introduce a potential distraction, until
driver familiarity builds. You may note in our brief piece about
the latest Skoda Octavia elsewhere in this magazine that the
gear lever for DSG units is now reduced to a smaller but wellengineered (large) rocker switch in Seat’s centre console.

Trim breakdown

Evolution, rather than revolution for fourth generation

NEW CAR FOCUS

With an aim of reducing some pressures on the driver, the
system does intervene, when it senses that at least one hand
is not on the tiller, by issuing both timely audible and visual
warnings. If the driver remains unresponsive, a jolt of the brakes
is given, prior to the autonomous braking system drawing the
Leon to a complete stop. Of course, as broader use is made
of this type of technology, mechanics and technicians are
becoming more familiar in dealing with recurrent issues, such
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Six variants – SE, SE Dynamic, FR, FR Sport, Xcellence, Xcellence
Lux – cater for personal needs and a seven-strong colour
range is available. All versions feature keyless-go technology,
automatic LED headlamps (22 units per module), dynamic
indicators, electric and heated door mirrors, an electronic
parking brake and alloy wheels (from 16.0-inch to 18.0-inch
diameter).

Summary:
The big story from Seat revolves around its multi-fuel
potential, although the lack of a major CNG refuelling
structure in the UK limits the availability. As to the UK-bound
range, familiarity is the key and, with reliable VW parentage,
running costs and overheads are contained. As a hedgebetting exercise, the new Leon should be good for Seat.

Pleasing tactility
and configuration
potential

TAILPIPE

TALES FROM THE WORKSHOP FLOOR

IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANDY CROOK, OF
GOTBOOST IN SOUTH WALES, A BUSINESS THAT IS
SIGNIFICANTLY GREATER THAN ITS COMPONENT
PARTS, IAIN ROBERTSON DELVES INTO THE REALMS
OF COMMUNICATION AND ITS IMPORTANCE, AS THE
GARAGE INDUSTRY EMERGES FROM COVID-19.
Regardless of the political, economic, or conspiratorial
significance of the dreaded virus that has floored so much of
Great British enterprise, its positive levelling value lies in a key
opportunity for the garage industry to plan strategically and
temper carefully its competent re-emergence into a somewhat
changed and cash-strapped world. Intriguingly, from its
Bridgend base, Gotboost is not just a leading diagnostics firm
but it exemplifies its presence with frontline motor racing
experiences, tuning services and an industry training facility
that is second to none.
Its director, owner and instigator, Andy Crook, is a former
soldier, whose post service life has led him along a mostly
scientific career path. While Gotboost is employing its own
medicine to address consumer demands post ‘lockdown’, Andy
is only too aware that far too many garages will be over-run
and subsequently incapable of surviving a mad rush.
“I am worried for them,” he outlines. “Loyalty has become
a readily dispensable attribute that can be tossed aside,
when forced to respond to typical ‘How long/how much?’
questioning. In the diagnostics business, providing definitive
answers can prove to be problematic, yet, as a valuable profit
centre, garages need to seek a balance between knowledge
and pie-in-the-sky assessments. The only way to address them
is by being up-front honest but ensuring that the business stall
is laid out appropriately. This demands a concentration of effort
on communications.”
Enhancing visibility for main franchisees is supported by the
manufacturer brands. However, the independent garage
sector has relied more on reputation than marketing. “It is
vital,” states Andy, “that effort is expended during this period
of lockdown on using the tools at a business’s disposal. Social
media can be a nightmare but, effectively managed exposure,
written carefully and illustrated succinctly, will pay dividends, at
minimal cost.”

Andy’s hands-on experience of military systems has made
him an ideal educator. “Garage owners cannot afford to be
inflexible. A reliance on past glories may create business
myopia at least and blindness at worst. We live in an imperfect
world and maximising the potential of your business assets
has never been more essential. There has never been a better
opportunity than what exists at present to redefine and
underscore the significance of the garage trade to its locale.
Miss it and there is unlikely to be a second chance.”
While this last gasp of each issue of Autotechnician
magazine has usually been tongue-in-cheek, it would be
fair to suggest that a different tone is needed to deal with
current circumstances. Andy Crook’s sage advice may help
you to address aspects of your business that you had not
contemplated. Do take it on-board, as added surety.
www.gotboost.uk

TAILPIPE

However, the average garage owner is a hands-on mechanic
and not the next budding Jilly Cooper. “Investment remains
essential,” reinforces Andy. “Engage with a writer; somebody
that can empathise with the business and its reach. Check out
Google and improve your standing with relevant information,
not least so that it percolates to pole position on consumers’
mobile phones. Your business might be a stellar proposition
but, unless people know about it and you are overwhelmed
with MOT tests, they are likely to go elsewhere, regardless of
how good you think you are.”

Yet, can enough newsworthy material be created to draw
attention? Andy believes that news and views are important
but so too are previous sound references and the more current
the better. “Enhancing presence is achieved through a good
website, as well as regular items appearing on Facebook,
Linked In, Twitter and Instagram, all with hashtag links directly
back to the business. Everything that Gotboost carries out is
relatable, from tuning, to motor racing, and workshop services
to diagnostics. However, our industry-standard training services
are refined consistently to meet shifting demands, none more
so than as we emerge from lockdown, which has changed the
parameters significantly.”
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Matt Cleevely

“I love what

AUTOTECH 2019
PRESENTS A NEW
ONLINE ASSESSMENT
AND GEARS UP FOR
ITS FIRST TRAINING
EVENT AT CHATHAM
DOCKYARD IN MAY

– Matt Cleevely of Cleevely Motors

TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE AND
ANALYTICAL SKILLS!
Our regular contributor and Autotech trainer Andy Crook of
GotBoost has devised Autotech Test #7: LIN Bus. The online
assessment consists of 15 questions designed not just to test your
knowledge of LIN Bus systems, but your understanding of the
information presented and your ability to analyse the data and
waveforms provided in order to draw diagnostic conclusions.
Andy explains: “It will also challenge your depth of networking
knowledge; including technical vocabulary, system design and
operation.
“The scenario is based on a Ford S-MAX charging fault, a job that we
have fixed here at GotBoost, so represents the real-world challenges
technicians face when dealing with intelligent charging systems.”
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Case study: Audi RS6
DAY OUT

$XW
R
WHAT SCORE WILL
YOU GET?

2QH

)UR

The Autotech assessments have been created to
help entrants identify any weak areas and address
them in a confidential and fun format.

We were asked by a regular customer with an Audi RS6 if we
could take a look at a very frustrating problem on his car. The
vehicle has a low mileage and is still under the manufacturer’s
warranty, having only covered 13,000 miles.

Once registered at  www.autotechnician.
co.uk/registration, users have access to multiple
choice tests, covering vehicle systems, theory
and diagnostic scenarios. Once completed, score
sheets marked with the correct answers are
instantly emailed back to the participant, along
with supporting learning material.
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The story was that the owner had experienced
intermittent
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fault where the four-wheel steering light would comeRX
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followed by just about every warning light on the dash. As the VLWHIR
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car was under warranty
the customer had booked it in with
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his nearest dealer to try and resolve these issues. After three
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weeks the car was returned, but the problem was still there.
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The dealer had originally diagnosed a faulty ABS controller and
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when they had replaced it with a new one, they couldn’t code
RP

it to the car.
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Our initial diagnostic process revealed multiple communication
faults and the common denominator appeared to be the ABS
controller. Also logged was a low voltage to the controller,
which could easily cause a communication issue.
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View of the RS6 engine bay, ABS plug
on the right-hand side
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After clearing the faults, several road tests and starting the
car over two days, there always seemed to be an issue when
starting from cold on the first start. The fault was quite difficult
to replicate but a pattern emerged.
“The dealer had originally diagnosed a faulty ABS controller and
when they had replaced it with a new one, they couldn’t code
it to the car.”
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Autotechnician is an essential read for its independent workshop owners and
technician readership. Delivering job-useful technical, training, product and
business information plus Autotech online training assessments and Big Day Out
events.
Click here to register for your free copy.

facebook.com/Autotechmagazine

twitter.com/autotech_mag

